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PLEASED WITH
GOVERNOR CURRY

H

His Interest in Good Roads, Forestry
and Irrigation Appreciated In
Northwest.

PROJECTS

Eden Canal Com'
pany Files Incorporation Papers
ALVIN

POTil

INDICTED

Asks for Change of Venue

in Taos

County--Seve- n

Murder Cases.

Spokane, Wash., May 7 Governor
George Curry of New Mexico, has appointed the following committee to
confer with the board of control,
headed by R. Insinger of Spokane,
relative to irrigation, good roads and
forestry in New Mexico, with a view
to making the seventeenth session
of the National Irrigation Congress,
here, August 9 to 14, of benefit to the
Territory; W. S. Hopewell, Albuquerque; R. E. Twitchell, has Vegas;
G. A. Richardson, Roswell; Dr. R. E.
McBrlde, Las Crtices and W. G. Black
Aztec.
Governor Curry says in his letter
from Santa Fe that the members of
his committee are interested in irri
gation matters, "and," he adds, "I am
sure, they will do everything they can
to
with you."
' Mr.
Insinger said that the board of
control is highly pleased with Governor Curry's willingness to
in this work, adding that the entire country will benefit, saying also:
"Various
communities
in Texas
will also be represented at the Congress and we look for large delega
tions from other parts of the United
States and Canada. We have just received advices that Hon. J. P. Whitney, prime minister of the province
of Ontario or a member of his cab'
net will be in attendance as the official representative of the province.
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CAPTAIN FRANKLIN
IN TROUBLE

If

Must Face a Court Martial on Charge
of a Most Serious

IS

Nature.

Insists

on Down- Two Cruisers on
ward Revision
Way to Turkish
of Tariff
Waters

THREATENS

10

GO

HOI

NO, 72

I

IN

KIILI

Understood
That Situation at Various Points in
There Was to Be a
... Asia Minor Still
"
Reduction.
Critical.

People

EI Paso, Tex., May 7. A special
dispatch from Washington to the
i Times says:
j
Captain Thomas
Franklin, United
States army, has been ordered to re
port to Major General Leonard S.
Wood at Governor's Island New York,
to face court martial on charges growing out of his administration of affairs in the quartermasters and commissary departments at West Point
from 1902 to 1908.
The nature of the. charges and
make this
specifications, It Is said,-wil- l
one of the most important army court
martlalg since that when Oberlln M.
Carter was cashiered from the engi-

neer

office.

-
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JUBILEE CELEBRA
TION BY CATHOLICS

Church of Immaculate Conception
Is Blessed

Parish Celebrates Silver Anniversary As Well As Gol
den Jubilee of Feast.

.

Captain Franklin was treasurer of
The Eden Canal, Land and Power
Washington, May 7. Senator Clapp
Gibraltar, May 7. The American the United States military academy at
rhis morning witnessed the begin
toof Minnesota, spoke on the tariff at cruiser .Norm Carolina left nore to - lWest Pnlnt
Company, a Colorado corporation,
or a tnree days' jubilant cele)n
,r.
lono.iqns
ning
opening of the Senate this morning. day for Alexandretta. The Montana lod there passP(1
day filed Incorporation papers In the
bration at Albuquerque,
hls
occasioned
han(l3
tnrough
He referred to the difference between is still coaling, but will follow her
office of Territorial Secretary Nathan
$2,fl00.000 in government Mnds. He by the completion of the work of
directa protective tariff and a tariff for sister ship when this In finished. The
Jaffa. The Incorporators and
the church of the Immacuwas known as the armv.g best bllKl.
ors are Edwin T. Jones, Arthur Pons- revenue only. He said he believed two vessels are on their way to Turk - i,ie8s
late Conception and by the twenty-fift- h
and
man"
to
the
time
this
up
of
ford of Denver, and W. Goff Black
that revision should have been taken ish waters to protect American inter - scandal waa made nubile was at work
anniversary of the founding of
Aztec, The capitalization is $1,500,-00up one item at a time instead of a ests.
that parish as well as the golden jubifor
the
and
perfecting
plans
army
divided into 15,000 shares, of
complete revision, as the latter methlee of the Immaculate Conception of
American Property Destroyed.
navy club at Manila.
which $383,700 have been issued. The
od would not have provoked great exOur Lady of Lourdes. The solpmn
The
al7. An
exact
is
which
it
amount
Beirut,
May
Investigator
citement. The promise of the Repub
company will take 750 second cubic
were commenced
here, just returned from a trip to Kes-sa- leged Captain Franklin is short is not festivities
this
feet out of the Las Animas in Colo
lican party was for a revision down7 o'clock when Most Revat
morning
but
it
American
all
will
that
known,
run
said
It
Into
propreports
deto
in
rado to irrigate forty thousand acres
a
ward
positive
response
erend Archbishop J. B. Pitaval bless-e- d
in that place has been completely hundreds of thousands of dollars.
in Colorado, and in San Juan county,
mand. He said the position of the erty
the sacred edifice. The church
thirty-eighIs
t
Franklin
consists
a
a
of
It
destroyed.
years old,
girls' high
New Mexico. Work on the project
protective interests was: "We should school under the direction of Miss Ef-- native of Maryland. His wife is an was blessed inside and out, His
has been begun. The New Mexico
leavu well enough alone."
fie N. Chambers. Three-fourth- s
of the El Paso woman, daughter of J. A. Grace using Holy Water and reciting
"If I did not believe that the duties native
headquarters are at Aztec, San Juan
were
also
houses
destroyed. Al- - Smith, postmaster at El Paso, and a the prayers provided by the ritual of
would be lowered in response to this most
county, and W. Goff Black is desigthe church. This ceremony being
fled
all
from Kes - leader of the Republican
who
the
people
party in
nated as the New Mexico agent.
demand I would pack my grip to gO:
i
ended the Archbishop proceeded
D.
Texas.
to
to
sab
find
have
homes
their
returned
G. SHOWS
home tomorrow," said the Senator.
Important Reclamation Project.
Mr. Smith received a letter today offer up the sacrifice, of mass.
pillaged and are absolutely destitute.
LARGE EARNINGS
At 10 o'clock Reverend A. Docher,
' "
Territorial
Engineer Vernon L.
Turkish reserves have re-- from Franklin in which the latter pava
ol.'A hundred
such a farce as L
of
H1
Isleta, officiated at a solemn high
he
Sullivan, who continues to be overbe
able
to
but
took
t0
his
town'
83
entire
prove
part
they
un- - turnpd
mass at which the Archbishop
whelmed with applications for water Increase in Operating Expenses and the i Dingiey i rates, The neonle
lo vnuuvt, mini innnron
was
,
U1U1
VUI
IU11.
i,i.
uviwic
Vinim r va 111 nC JWJftiAigi
i
(jtsviiv
"wwv
Fixed Charges However During
present. Father Docher was assisted
therarights in all parts of the Territory, tois
The
at
situation
Denrytal
whn
ict
thn
mn
AruarA.
m,i still critical,
March Was Heavy.
by Rev. J. G. Splinters of Bernalillo,
day approved the application of the
FIFTEEN
WITNESSES
As
deacon; Rev. Albert Daeger, O. F.
and
Users
Water
Irrigation
Talpa
M., of Pena Blanca,
sociation for one thousand acre feet New York, May 7. The Denver & stand it. No amount of sophistry
and
STILL
TO
CALL
Rio Grande reports for March an in- can otherwise explain the popular de- HIGH OFFICIALS
Rev. A. M. Mandalari, S. J., master
a year to be taken out of the Rio
ceremonies.
The services worn
Taos county, a tributary of crease in gross earnings of $365,982 mand. If the demand for revision
HAVE CLOSE SHAVE Writ of Habeas Corpus for Convict of
Ranchos
de Taos, which in turn and a decrease in net earnings of ?20-75- did not mean changing the duties
very elaborate and solemn throughout.
the
Who is to Testify Against
But the facts are not as bad as downward it did not mean anything
An excellent musical program was
is a tributary of the Rio Grande. A
Captain Hains.
the
figures
appear to indicate, since and, we are indulging in a farce now," Their Special Car Catches Fire and
to
are
taken
for the occasion, being as
be
provided
number of ditches
One of Them Escapes Through
:
Declaring that if Congress should
l the increase of $382,736 in operating
follows
out to reclaim 4,075 acres on the
Flushing, N. Y., May 7. When
Window.
Demode la Serna and Ranchos del expenses was made up to $192,000 ad- now fail to lower the rates, the
court opened this morning for the Kyrle
'....Gouno
to
in
a position
Tenor Solo, Alto Solo and Chorus
The cratic party would be
Rio Grande land grants at a cost of ditional maintenance charges.
trial
of
P.
C.
Hains
for
Captain
the
remainder comprised transportation do it two years hence, the Senator
Chicago. May 7. High officials of
$35,498.
Quartet and Chorus
killing of William E. Annis, the state G1Ha
use
the
to
want
not
did
said
and
he
threats,
is
Pennsylvania Railway had a thril- still had fifteen witnesses to
It
evident
Gratias Trio
expenses.
general
Court.
District
call,
The Territorial grand jury at Taos that the maintenance might have but to tell the truth: "The American ling escape today when the special among them Mrs. Annis. The district
Soprano, Tenor, Bass and Chorus
in
revision
on
were
which
a
been
have
car,
determined
alin
Doniine
they
traveling,
people
considerably
than
,'.
higher
lias gotten down; tpjwqrk, and has
Bass Solo
will dis- caught fire. The occupants of the car attorney hag procured a writ of ha Qui Tollls
Tenor Solo
ready returned a number of indict- March, 1908, and net earnings still downward and anything else
beas
for
the
attendance
of
corpus
appoint them,' he said. "It may be were First Vice President Joseph John Sheridan now
ments, among them one against Al- - show an increase.
yuaira buu VUOI US
serving a term Et Incarantus
In addition to the higher operating in your power," he said turning to the Wood, Second Vice President J. J. in
Tin Potter for the murder of R. C.
for
man.
a
Sing
Sing
Pooler. It will be remembered that expenses, interest and other fixed Republicans Senators, "to act con- Turner, and Chief Engiueer Thomas Sheridan was withshooting
....Soprano, Alto, Tenor and Bass
Hains in the
Rodd.
a
but
Turner'
to
of
the
the
wishes
people,
escaped
Cruclfixus ...
through
was
busitrary
a prominent
Mozart
Pooler, who
charges increased $43,000, so that
and
Queen county jail
observed him
ness man and hotel keeper at Taos, the surplus applicable to dividends sure's you do, this tariff will be revls- window. The fire occurred near Han- Quartet and Chorus
to
the
subsequent
shooting.
vas several weeks ago shotTati through was reduced to the extent of $102,000, ed by the enemies," not the friends t nu, Indiana.
District Attorney D.E.Witt, de- Offertory "Santta Maria".
a window and killed, while he was or little more than half what it was of protection."
..Marcadante
cided not to call Mrs. Helen, Annis
v
Soprano Solo.
sitting at a table playing cards. Pot- the year beforehand despite the bet- Public Buildinas for Las Veaas and GOLD FOUND FIFTY
to
tne
witness
stand.
He
said
the
Las Cruces.
Sanctus ....Tenor, Solo and Chorus
ter having no attorney, the court as ter gross earnings.
rest
would
case
their
with the
people
to The New Mexican.
YEARS AGO testimony
signed Attorneys A. B. Renehan and
Gouned
For the nine months of the fiscal Special
of alienists Dr. Charles G, Plenisunt Coell..
Washington, May 7. After consulC. C. Catron the task of defending year the Denver & Rio Grande re-- j
and
Chorus
Quartet
Brink, qualified as an expert in men
tation with the officials of the treas- Idaho
him. A change of venue will be asTt
Farmer
ports a surplus over fixed charges of
He said Hains knew Benedictus
Springs, Colorado, Celebrates tal diseases.
AnH.
to
W.
Congress
Delegate
ury,
ed for on account of the alleged pre $2,098,450. This is $584,000 less than
Solo
Soprano
and
Chorus
of
in
Yellow
Metal
what he was about when he shot AnDiscovery
judice against Potter in Taos county.' in the same portion of the year be drews today introduced bills appropri
nis. He said he did not consider Dr. Agnus Del
Centennial State.
build
each
federal
for
$250,000
Bass Solo and Duet (Sop. and Alto)
It is reported that no less than seven fore, but it represents the" dividends ating
L. Pierce Clark, one of the witnesses
ings at Las Vegas and at Las Cruces.
Dona Nobis
murder cases are to" be disposed of on the
Millard
dur
stock
for
accrued
an
the
preferred
eminent alienist. Tenor
defense,
Idaho Springs, May 7. The semiDelegate Cameron of Arizona intro
and Soprano Solos and Chorus
l)y the district court for Taos county. ing the period and a balance of $380,- of centennial of the discovery of gold is
duced a bill granting a section
Soprano Mrs. T. J.,.Shinick.
000.
iand in the Coconino National Forest being celebrated here today and old YOUNG WIFE
Alto Mrs. J. Yrisarri.
MANY GRAZING
Furthermore, the operating expens- for the purposes of the Lowell Ob- timers from all partst of the state are
Mr. D. D. McDonald.
KILLS HERSELF Tenor
of the nine months include $282,000 servatory.
here to take part in the ceremonies.
Bass Mr. H. G. Bullard.
PERMITS ASKED es
more of maintenance charges than
The feature of the day was. the unveilTaft Has Inflamed Eye.
Organist Miss A. M. Shinlck.
of 1907-0Beautiful Woman Jumps From Cupola
the
similar
un- ing of a monument to
though
period
7.
is
Taft
May
Washineton,
George A. Jack.A splendid, eloquent sermon, espeSheepmen Anxious to be Allowed to the traffic handled wa3
of Apartment House to Death
lighter.
able to attend the unveiling of the son, the first discovered of gold in
Turn Their Sheep Loose in
was
cially adapted to the occasion
at San Diego.
to
statue
of
Colorado.
Longfellow
owing
today
Pecos National Forest.
preached by Reverend Father Edward
a highly inflamed
eye. A gnat or
Barry, a Jesuit priest of Denver. The
Applications are coming to the local WHITLA TESTIFIES
San Diego, Cal., May 7. Mrs. A. M. church
some small insect got Into the Preswas thronged with people both
forest service bureau, thick and fast,
Carney, the young and beautiful wife Catholic and
AGAINST MRS, BOYLE ident's eye when riding on Wedneswhile
from sheepmen seeking permission to
BALCONY
of a wealthy resident of Butte. Mon- hundreds were
day and the eye became Irritated. The
to stand on
compelled
graze their sheep upon the Pecoa Natana, attempted suicide by leaping the outside unable to
the bright
To- physician believed that
gain admittance.
tional Forest land. The great num- Alleged Woman Kidnaper on Trial
from the cupola of the Golden Hill
more.
it
at
Pennsylvania-Crow- ded
injure
might
sunlight
Mercer,
The Blessing of the Bells.
day
ber of applications made is due per
apartment house and died in a sanitarCourtroom.
The blessing of the three hells in
Represented Wool Interests.
haps to the dryness that prevails and
ium at midnight.
Insomnia Is given the church
7.
D
Washington,
George
this afternoon was one
C, May
to the effect that a continued dry
as the cause of her act. She was 21. of
the pretty features of the proMercer, Pa., May 7. The court- S. Walker, secretary of the National
spell is looked for which will make room
She
dressed
early this morning in a gram the short ceremony
was
this morning when Wool Growers' Association, who has
pergrazing elsewhere very unsatisfactory. the trial ofpacked
stunning street costume, mounted the formed by the Archbishop. being
indict- been in charge of the headquarters
Mrs.
James
Boyle,
Each' of
Just what will be done by the forestry
steps leading to the cupola, gazed a the three bells was
ed as "Mary Roe" for the alleged kid- maintained here by the association
formally given
department In regard to the grazing
moment at the distant bay and ocean
of
Whitla
his
home
the blessing and christened, twelve
for
"Billy"
the
for
left
began.
naping
month,
past
not
is
but
it
known,
yet
applications
and then with a scream plunged to
The Whitla boy was the principal In Cheyenne. During his stay here
sponsors or God parents chosen from
is understood that the department wil'l
the pavement, three stories below.
witness.
He
mem
the
the oldest members of the congregafurnished
has
Walker
repeated
testimony
Secretary
a
to
firm
in
refusal
regain
permit any of
when James Boyle was bers of Congress material information
tion to assist In the service. The
yesterday
grazing at tnis time. Last year on
CLUB INSTAL
sponsors are M. O'Donnell,
D. ?A.
of the great drought, sheep rais- tried. He declared that Boyle told concerning the wool business, with the
Macpherson, T. J. Shinlck, P. F.
ers were granted permission to graze him that his (Boyle's) name was view to having the present tariff rates
LOCKER SYSTEM
L. A. Tessler, Thomas
F.
their sheep on the forest lands. But Jones. He said that Utb'. Boyle told maintained upon wool importations
SIXTY
IN
him
to
his
INJURED
tell
Mrs.
an
mother
that
had
Mr.
Walker
Keleher, J. H. Shea, M. S. Tierney, J.
Prior to leaving
Boyle
the experience of the forest depart-- .
Colorado Springs Sports Invent New
Powers, Mrs. D. H. Boatright, Mrs. J.
ment has been that the sheep when was 44 years old and very large. He interview with President Taft and
System to Quench Their Persaid
H. O'Rlelly, Mrs. A. Coleman, Mrs. M.
to
him
the
the
of
wishes
Boyle
called
to
attention
the
accompanied
on
the
forest
lands, destroy
permitted
ennial Thirst.
Miss
O'Laughlin, Mrs. H.
all young tree growth and thus en- car when he returned to his father in National Wool Growers' Association, Thousands Were Watching
Cleveland.
Colorado
7. For Helen Bleckman, Mrs.
state
Colo.,
which
May
members
in
has
Springs,
J.
every
Yrisarri,
the
danger
preservation of the forests.
Race When Catastrophy
the first time in its history Colorado Mrs. S. W, White,. Mrs. N. T. Armijo.
and territory of the Union, that the
This objectionable feature now stands
The largest- bell was christened
Springs will be a dry town unless the
In the way of the sheepmen and be- SHOOTS WIFE
present protective duty on wool should
Occurred.
assistant district attorney allows the Ignatius, in honor of the founder of
be maintained.
cause of it they will in all likelihood
THEN HIMSELF
clubs to sell out their remaining stock, the Society of Jesus; the second bell,
have to look elsewhere for places on
Will Investigate Rodey's Island.
7. Sixty per- as has been suggested. The Anti-S- a
Seattle,
Wash.,
May
Loretto, in honor of the Blessed Virwhich to turn loose their sheep. In the
will
leave
Representative Rucker
meantime additional applications con- Conjugal Tragedy Enacted at El Paso here today with a congressional com sons were injured last night when loon and Local Option Leagues will gin Mary, patron of the church, and
Within Sight of Four Months
tinue to flood the department
mlttee for Porto Rico. The visitons the balcony in the new National fight this vigorously and Assistant the third bell, Francis, In honor of
Guard Armory collapsed. Thousands District Attorney Purcell will decide St. Francis Hieronymo,, patron of the
Old Babe.
plan to examine carefully Into condl
of spectators in the building were the question at a conference to be Jesuit fathers in, the. New Mexico
El Paso, Texas, May 7. 'Because tlons
existing in the island with the
mother-in-laan indoor athletic meet, held tomorrow with Mayor Spurgeon, mission.
had persuaded his wife view to
VISITOR MURDERED
':;
watching
'i
determining upon degislation when
to leave him, Manuel iRubio went to
accident occurred. Captain Chief of Police Reynolds, Sheriff Bird
the
The
bells
N. Y.,
cast
were
in
to
next
the
of
session
Troy,
during
Congress
AT DENVER the place where the two women were
4
meet complaints made by delegations Maurice W. Thompson, assistant ad' sail and City Attorney Dolph. Most and harmonize beautifully. The largliving, shot his wife and turned the of Porto Ricans who
general, and Mrs. Thompson, of the clubs will install the locker est bell weighs 1,008 pounds, the secrecently Visited jutant
Body of Charles A. Willaford of Guth- pistol, on himself.
are both in a critical condition. The system.
Both will die.
ond 700 pouuds, and the smallest bell
Washington.
"
rie, Oklahoma, Found In Rail-- ,
Their
people In the balcony were straining
baby was in
450 pounds.
Two hours will be re- way Yards.
tne room at the time of the tragedy,
against the rail, watching a race, INDICTMENTS IN
to lift the bells to the steeples,
quired
Denver, Colo., May 7. The body of
when the whole structure, fifty yards
GUEST OF HONOR
their permanent , resting place.
Charles A. Willaford, of Guthrie, Oklong, fell and hundreds rolled to the
SUGAR
FRAUDS
COUNTRY
LIFE
Remainder of the Program.
OF DEUTSCHER VEREIN floor. A
lahoma, believed to have been murand the
panic followed
Tomorrow
will be first communion
dered, was found in the yards of the
CONVENTION OVER
New York, May s 7. Indictment
building was bedlam with the cries
little boys and girls
day and forty-si-x
Union Pacific Railway. A bullet had
Count Johann Von Bernstorff, German of injured and of
women. charging conspiracy were returned to- will receive their first communion at
frightened
"penetrated the head and a gash Guthrie, Okla., May 7. The SouthAmbassador Takes a Look at
F.;L Jackson and Ed Crabbe were day against Oliver Spitzer, former Su- the church. Tomorrow evening ' the
across the face indicated that Willa- west Interstate Commission on CounMilwaukee's Famous Brew.
running
strong in a stretch of .the perintendent of Docks of the American sacrament of confirmation will also
ford had been slugged. Robbery Is try Life adjourned today after electMarathon when the crash came. Both Sugar Refrigerator Company in Brook- be administered by the
Archbishop to
Twlieved to have been the motive. ing E. D. Cameron of Guthrie, presiMilwaukee, May 7. 43ount Johann were knocked
but only slightly lyn, and six other employes of the a large class of candidates. The cereLetters from M. S. Willaford, of Guth- dent of the permanent organization, Von Bernstorff, German ambassador, hurt. Men weredown,
knocked down in the company, alleged to have been impli- monies will culminate Sunday in the
rie,' to the victim, established his and A. C. Nelson of Salt Lake City, was the
g
guest of honor at the Deutsch-fe- r mad rush, and a man entirely unhurt cated in the sugar
pontifical high mass and the grand '
identity. The body is that of a man first vice president. The next con- Verein luncheon today. He spoke was carried away by volunteers in frauds
In
the
by
charged
government
apparently 23 years old.
vention will be held at Dallas, Texas, in a happy vein.
their zeal to aid.
v
a recent suit.
(Continued On Pagi Ehjl-S.,
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a Sto ire

Merchant Tailoring
Is
now
Department
running in a
This is the
shape.
first chance that Santa
Fe ever had for our
customers to come into
our .up to 'date store
and pick the woolens
right from stock, cut
and made r.nd pasted
on a man's shoulders
and fitted from the
bottom of pants to top
of coat, and finished
with best of workmanship, living, and best
of style that money
can buy. Our cutter,
Mr. Synfy, is not only
s
a
tailor, but
an expert designer of
his profession and he
is always ready and
willing to aid you to
get the latest cut and
style, as he is familiar
with all the latest designs. We have done
with
Eastern
away
profits which we used
to pay and charge to
our customers. Now
you only pay our profit, which is not half as
much as it used to be.
Come right along, this
department is to stay
and serve you for all
the time to come. Ear lier you come the bet
ter to select your choice before the best
numbers are picked out.
first-clas-

9

f

B

v
i

THE DAILY

ROUND

'j

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN

u

1299.
aotet, diamonds and Jewelry m ow as $10 and as blgh
Loans are strictly private. Time one month to or 9 year. Rates arc
reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
On

Vm. FARArJ

at SALMON Store

NATHAN SALMON.
kUn

r-

Francisco street.
The largest and the only

rnone
up-to-d-

store i

Bant

IBS.

Ft.

3 CARS FLOUR 3

-

Jersey Cream
Imboden Imperial
Pansy

r

i

Til
P

I

f

1

1

1 1

JLJ VAX

JL

Whole Wheat
Imperial
IS
Graham
Corn Aleal
WE CONTROL.ABOVE BRANDS OP FLOUR

.

w

for SANTA FE

Telephone

No. 40

CALLAJJD SEE FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8!

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry , Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

IK

Goods.

S
a.

r

apuz

MANUFACTURER

JEWELER

PRE

Incorporated 1903

Seligman Eros,

Co.

Wholesale anfl Retail Dry Goods

Kipling.
Died .at Las Vegas Miss Eloisa N.
de Montoya, aged 18 years, died this
week at Las Vegas.
1
Death From Scarlet Fever Luisito
Mares, aged 24 years, died at Las
Vegas on Wednesday of scarlet fever.
Bought a Business W. A. Dow of ii
- the Lester
Las Vegas, has bought
Woman who suffer from sestock of merchandise at Colmor, Col
vere headaches, and all disea-e-s
fax county, and with his family has
due to a torpid liver, should
moved to the latter town.
not fill their stomach with calAccused of Horse Theft Deputy
omel and other drugs.
Sheriff Enrique Sena of Las Vegas
HERBINE QUICKLY CURES
has arrested Perfecto Salas and Sote-r- o
Biliousness, Constipation, Chills
Fresco on the charge of stealing
and Fever, Dyspepsia, Malaria
a team of horses. They were arrested
and all Liver Complaints.
near Rociada.
Mrs. C. D. Philley, Marble
Died In Germany Mrs. Louise
Tex. writes : I find Her-biFalls,
of
Bacharach
mother
the
Bacharach,
the beet liver corrective I
brothers at Las Vegas, died at her
ever tried. It has done my fahome in Germany, at the age of 76
mily and myself a world of
years, just five days previous to her
good. I recommend it to my
friends."
golden wedding anniversary.
- PRICE 50c.
School Directors Resign W. B.
Stapp and Ramon Herrera have reBallard Snow Liniment Co.
signed as members of the board of
education at Las Vegas and FrancisST. LOUIS,
MO.
co Lopez and Martin Delgado have
been appointed to fill the vacancies.
Knights of Pythias Sanitarium Dr.
Sold and Recommended bar
George C. McConnell, chief medical
FI8CHER DRUG COMPANY
examiner of the Knights of Pythias,
arrived in Las Vegas yesterday from
Prize Story Winner On Monday
Chicago, to confer with the board of
directors, relative to starting work afternoon, Mrs. George Dixon, prinon the proposed national sanitarium cipal of the First Ward school of
I
at Las Vegas for the Knights of Py- - Santa Fe, received a check of fifty
dollars from the Seton Crafts Comtnias.
Pathfinders at Las Vegas The pany, for winning a prize in the recent
Pathfinders who are making an en- story contest. There were many hundurance run from Denver to Mexico, dred contestants for the prize, and the
spent Wednesday at the Placita ranch judges were Jerome C. Bull of Scrib-ner'Frank C. Sniffen of Harpers',
eleven miles north of Las' Vegas. The
car arrived in Las Vegas yesterday. and Howard Spaulding of the Saturday
On Wednesday 147 miles were cov Evening Post. The occasion of anered across Raton mountain, 3,000 nouncing the decision of the judges,
feet being climbed in fourteen miles. was made memorable at Lakewood. A
The car is expected to arrive in San literary and musical entertainment
was given at which the judges were
ta Fe today.
Convict Captains Exchange Gree- present. Seton Hall was tastefully
tingsSays the Raton Daily Range: decorated with laurel and daffodils.
"Foreman Johnson, with fifteen gen- In the absence of the writers, Mrs.
read the prize
tlemen, called last Sunday on Cap- Lathrop Stedman
tain Lopez at his summer home near stories, following which, Miss Grace
Fischer of New York rendered some of
Lynn and on the twenty-eigh- t
gentlemen in his charge. Foreman Johnson her best monologues. After good
is in charge of the Colorado convict music John J. Shaw announced the
camp on the Colorado Scenic Highway opening of the Seton Craft establishand Captain Lopez occupies the same ment on Hope Road, opposite Seton
Inn next fall. The evening closed with
position for New Mexico.
a vlollncello solo by Mr. Austin of
Lodge Organized at Ocate Lodge"
No. 67, Fraternal Union of America, New York.
was organized at Ocate, Mora county,
with 25 charter members. The follow- The Most Common Cause of Suffering.
Rheumatism causes more pain and
ing are the officers: Agustin Lujau,
fraternal master; Manuel Barcelon, suffering than anv other disease, for
justice; John R, Strong, secretary; the reason that it is the most common
Epifanio N. Mares, treasurer; Belle of all ills, and it is certainly gratifying
Strong, truth; Sarah I. Lujan, mercy; to sufferers to know that Chamber-Iain'-s
Vidal Mondragon, guide; Daniel Bar- Pain Balm will afford relief, and
num, guard; C. U. Dorrance, sentinel; make rest and sleep possible. In many
Wm. L. Blattman, Napoleon Dorrance f cases the relief from pain, which is at
first temporary, has become permaand Espiridion Garcia, stewards.
Another Bridge Burned Out Santa nent, while in old people subject to
trains were again delayed yesterday chronic rheumatism, often brought on
and today by the burning of a bridge, by dampness or changes in the weath
this time at Clifton House, Colfax er, a permanent cure cannot be ex
county. No. 1, from the east, on Wed pected; the relief from pain which this
nesday afternoon was the last to pass liniment affords is alons crth many
over the bridge which is a hieh one tImes "S cost, 25 and 50 cent sizes
and seven spang long. It was prob for sale by all druggists.
ably set on fire by a spark from the
locomotive of No. 1. Santa Fe trains
were detoured over the St. Louis,
Rocky Mountain and Pacific RailII
road. This makes the third bridge
burned within a week on the Santa Fe
in New Mexico.
.,
Mo I4tf Red

We Represent the Following Well Known Lines.
M. BORN & CO

womenuse

FRED KAUFPMANN
WANAMAKER

Mens Mafle to Ortler Clothini

BROWN

&

HARVARD
KANT WEAR OUT
HERCULES
-

--

'

MONARCH )
CLUETT f

Irani

ani Boys CMliif

Mens

Slirts and Collars

GEO G. SNOW
UTZ & DUNN,
WARNER BROS
MENDEL'S
IRON CLAD
STETSON
A. B, C.
TREFOUSSE& Co.

ne

Men's Shoes
Ladies and Childrens Shoes
Corsets
Ladies Waists
Hosiery

Hats
Trunks

&

Suit Cases

Kid Gloves

We Carry Only Reliable Lines in Every Department
I

P O Box

FOR

291.

HALF CENTURY .

A

Phone 36

THE LEADING 0RY GOODS
HOUSE

IN THE

CITY.

viww?

s;

2

iIpIy
VICTOR

AGENTS
-- OUR

Is

STOCK IN THIS

LIN- E-

Complete Than Ever

F-Jo-re

MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED
Wright & Ditson Tennis Ball
rTV A 1

If
v II
V

. .

.

HARDWARE CO .

FRESH EGGS

CREAM & MILK
Telephone
MRS. OTTO RCTSCH.

.

Portland, Me.
Vinol cures conditions like this because In a natural manner it increases
the appetite, tones up the digestive
organs, makes rich, red blood, and
strengthens every (organ in the body.
STRIPLING-BURR-

--

.TRY OUR

in
iot

Giflii

.'ll

Heal

Chickens

SOLE AGENTS FOR

"Ourlittle daughter, six years of ago,

after a severe attack of the measles,
which developed into pneumonia, was
left pitifully thin, weak and emaciat
ed. She had no appetite, and her stom
ach was so weak it could not retain
food. She lay in ithis condition for
I
Weeks, and nothing the doctor prc-- I
scribed did a bit of good, and we were
beginning to think she would never recover.
"At this time we commenced to give
her Vinol, and the effect was marvelous. The doctor was amazed at her
progress, and when we told him we
were giving her Vinol, he replied, 'It
Is a fine remedy, keep It up.' We did
so, and she recovered her health and
strength months before the doctor
J. W. Flagg,
thought she . could."

II-"-

"

Also Good

fll, Weak and Emaoiated, Ra- etored to Health by Vinol

'

f

.

Established 1856.

PORTLAND, MAINE, CHILD

8

.

i

j

inter 6rocery Co.
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

l

...

"Still the world Is wondrous large,
seven seas from marge to marge,
And it holds a vast of various kinds
of man;
And the wildest dreams of Kew are
the facts of Khatmandu,
And the crimes of Clapham chaste in
Martaban."

--

first-clas-

UP.

i
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International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flonr, Hay,

LEO HERSCH

Gran, Potatoes;

Sail ani

Mr

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

The Lumber o the Season.
d
is the
Lumber we are
now offeilng to the trade. Jt Is
well-seasone-

well-grow-

DIAMONDS

n,

thoroughly dried and properly
cut material for all building purposes.
Every architect who knows that our RIGHT PRICES
Lumber is going Into a job is satis-fle- d
that the materials are all right. RIGHT G00D8
And though best in quality, we are Eyes Tested and
really lowest In price.

H".

C.

VONT7

MEXICAN

W8 CO.

8an Francisco 8treet, Santa Fe,

PT

use knowledge and care in the selection of ingredients which go into
Prescriptions and science in compounding Jthem. In case of sickness
ivhich is more important, that the prescription be f iled by a "cheap"
"
dfuqoist or by a good druggist?

tytye

"

'

'

'

"

-

RIGHT SERVICE

Ftted

ByUD-t- .

Data Method

CUT GLASS, CHINA AND
346

FILIGREE

WATCHES

SILVERWARE.
N. M.

IKS

hcy

PHONE NO 213
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t
in ordinary homestead cases, and in
of.
addition to the showing required
New Mexico Military Institute
ordinary homestead entrymen it must
Your Friends and Neighbors In Santa
on
I be shown that a t least
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Fe Will Show You How.
Are Issued
Regarding the area embraced in each entry has'
Instructions
backTHE
West Point of ths Southwest.1
cure
The
won't
back
the
Rubbing
been continuously cultivated to agrl-Filing Under Its Proache.
Officers
Detailed by War Department.
Army
visions.
cultural crops other than native!
A liniment may relieve, but can't
at. jBxs?&iiBf2tm
Army
Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
grasses, beginning with the second
cure.
"A."
least
at
instructions
of
that
letter
and
of
the entry,
The following
year
Backache cornea from the Inside
in
of the area embraced
Through Academic course, preparing young
has been sent out to all land offices:
from the kidneys.
cul- been
men for college or for business life. Great
the
of
the
has
continuously
Interior,
entry
Department
Doan's Kidney Pills get inside
tivated to agricultural crops other
General Land Office.
amount of open air work. Healthlets location
They cure sick kidneys.
with
L'nU
native
than
beginning
grasses,
and
of any Military School In the Union. Located
Receivers,
The
Registers
Here is Santa Fe proof that this is
Colorado the third year of the entry and
Land
n the beautiful
ted
States
Offices,
Pecos Valley the garden
so:
tinning to date of final proof,
Nevada, Oregon,
of the West at an elevation of 3,700
Euseblo Escudero, 106 Griffin street,
spot
on an addl-unWashington. Wyoming, Arizona, I Final proof submitted
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "Some rive
must show that the
tional
For all Coughs and Colds,
Mexico.
entry
New
for
statement
a
made
I
pub
Ittle rain or snow during session.
years ago
The following instruc- - area of such entry required by the
Gentlemen:
Diarrhoea, both in children and
lication referring to my experience
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduIssued for your guidance in act to be cultivated has been culti-thadults, RheumatismKidney and
with Doan's Kidney Pills. This rem tions are
from star.dard eastern colleges. Ten
ates
rein acordance
with such
administration of the act of
Stomach Complaints.
edy rid me of kidney trouble and
of
the
1909,
or
such
buildings,
throughly furnished, heated, lighted
that
19,
part
quirenient;
backache by which I had been annoyed gress, approved February
There it no mora efficient
In all respects.
nomeand
modern
me
area
as
an
wiin
for
win,
"to
original
entry
enlarged
provide
off and on for two or three years.
Liniment and Medicated Oil
E. A. Cahoon, President; W
REGENTS
No. 245), copy of cultivated in the additional entry,
stead"
(Public
Besides this trouble other symptoms
than the INTERNATIONAL.
of
of
end
the
the
found
Vice
be
proportion
at
President; J, Phelps White,
which
aggregate
required
G, Hamilton,
may
of kidney complaint existed, the chief
been culti- has
combined
the
entries,
M.
W.
instructions:
Atkinson
these
Treasurer;
Secretary, and W
one being a retention of the kidney
vated in the manner required by the
320 Acres
for
Entries
Homestead
secretions.
AFllyan
My condition caused me
act.
Kind of Land Subject to Such
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
considerable worry, as I feared more
7
tor.
must
on
made
Proof
the
These remedies can be found
be
original
Entry.
serious troubles. It was only a short
address.
1. The first section of the act pro- entry within the statutory period of
For Sale by all Druggists and
time after beginning to take Doan's
COL, IAS. W. WILLSON,
vldes
for the making of homestead seven years from the date of the
Pills which I procured at
Kidney
Dealers In Medicine Superintendent
for an area of 320 acres, or less try; and if It cannot be shown at
Stripling and Burrows' drug store that nf nonmlneral nontimbered, nonlrrl- - that time that the cultivation has
I felt great elief and now that about
!
land in the states of bwn such as to satisfy the require-five years have passed without a gable public
Nevada, Oregon, ments of the act as to both entries
Colorado.
Montana,
symptom of kidney trouble, it is a
Compounded Solely. By
and in it will be necessary to submit sup-th- e
Wyoming
Washington
Utah,
pleasure to confirm my former state
THE INTERNATIONAL MEDICINE CO
New plemental proof on the additional en- and
Arizona
of
territories
ment. I believe Doan's Kidney Pill
try at the proper time. But proof
are the best remedy in the world for Mexico.
OF NEW MEXICO.
should be made at the same time to
as
land''
The term "nonirrigable
any disorder of the kidneys "
to cover both entries in all cases where
construed
is
In
act,
this
Central
New Mexico
used
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
and cultivation are
as a rule, lacks the residence
Foster-Mllburcents.
Co., Buffalo mean land which,
as
meet
such
to
Has been established eighteen years. It has seven
the requirements
to
agricul
rainfall
sufficient
produce
New York, sole agents for the United
stopped in 20 minute
sure with Dr. Snoop's States.
tural crops without the necessity of of the act.
buildings, including two dormitories one for men and
Commutation of either original or
of cul-- j
Croup Heraedy. Chie
Remember the name Doan's -- and resorting to unusual methods
test will surely prove.
one for women. It has a faculty of sixteen instructNo vomitins. no dis
tivation such as the system common- additional entry, made under this
tress. A safe and pleasing syrup 50c. Druggists. take no other.
ly known as dry farming, ana ior uci, is vxiueosiy uiiuiuurn
ors, espocially educated and trained for their respecRight of Entry.
which there is no known source of
7.
.Homestead
entries
under
the
tive departments. Its students are yearly increasing
water buddIv from which such land
of section 2289 of the Re
may be successfully irrigated at a provisions
in numbers.
vised Statutes, for 160 acres or less,
reasonable cost.
- may be made
merby qualified persons
containing
Therefore, lands
College of Letters and
chantable timber, mineral lands, and within the states and territories nam.
to
such
ed
Sciences,
lands
Engineering,
or
upon
entry,
subject
lands within a reclamation project,
1
lands
been
whether
have
such
a
desigat
Education, Preparatory
lands which may be irrigated
reasonable cost from
any known nated under the provisions of this
Commercial.
enannrrp of water suddIv. may not be act or not. But those who make
pntprrt under this act. Minor por- try under the provisions of this act
tlons of a legal subdivision suscept-- j cannot afterwards make homestead
ible of irrigation from natural sour-- ! entry under the provisions of the
ces as, for instance, a spring, will general homestead law, nor can an
not exclude such subdivision from eutryman who enters under the
at reasonable rates
homestead law lands designated
under this act. nrovlded, how-ia- l
President W. G. TIGHT,
Address
tailing within the provisions of
pver that no one entry shall em-'a- s
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
brace in the aggregate more than 40 this act afterwards enter any lands
act.
under
this
acres of such irrigable lands.
A person who has, since August 30,
Designation, or Classification of Lands
181)0. entered and acquired title to
Applications to Enter.
o20
acres of land under the agricul
2.
From time to time lists desigIRBF
land laws (which is construed
tural
are
which
lands
subject
nating the
(
If you are interested in a 5 passenger touring car or a 3, passtn entrv under this act will be sent to mean the timber and stone, desert
is not en- you, and immediately upon receipt of land, aud homestead laws)
enger lioadster; do not buy a car until you have inspected our
such lists vou will note upon tne uuea 10 maite euiry uuuer iuis aci;
;t)09 Models. The wonderful performances of thi9 car over. New
tract books oDnosite the tracts so neither is a person who has acquired
Mexican roads should remove all doubt as to which car you should
,
'160 acres under the general
designated, "Designated, act Febru-- title to
buy. Santa Fe to Las Vegas 4 hours, 40 minutes, carrying three
nrv 19 1909." Until such H3ts nave noniesieaa law euuueu ui iuuk; nubeen received in your office, no appli- - other homestead entry under this act
passengers and 200 pounds luggage.
cations to enter should be received unless he comes within the provisions
Los Cerrillos and return over mountain roads 52 miles on high
-- TOand no entries allowed under this of section 3 of the act providing for
'
3
2
minutes.
and
hours
,
gear,
"' ' '
act, but after the receipt of such lists additional entries of contiguous lands
,
Climbing Fort Marcy and Tesuque Hill on high gear.
it will be competent for you to dis or unless entiuea to tne uenencs oi
em- section 2 of the act of June 5, 1900
pose of applications for lands
EARL MAYS,
For Demos iration.
braced therein under the provisions (31 Stat, 267), or section 2 of the act Save
102 E. Palace Ave.
Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
call Upon
of this act. in ..ce manner as other, of May 22, 1902 (31 Stat., 203).
M.
N.
Santa Fe,
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
If, however, a person is a qualified
applications for public lands, withunder the homestead laws
out first submitting them to the
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
of the United States, he may be al- eral land office for consideration.
under
acrea
"20
enter
t0
lowetl
th,s Payable Throughout the United States, Canada. Mexico
Fees.
Compactness
9
T.anHa pntprpd under this act act, or such a less amount as when
I
and all Foreign Countries.
must be in a reasonably compact auaea to me lanas previously eniereu
or
him
the
under
held
11-agricultur
by
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH .1
form, and in.no event exceed
al land laws shall not exceed in the
miles in length.
480 acres.
The act provides that the fees shall aggregate
be the same as those now required Constructive Residence Permitted on
Certain Lands in Utah.
to be paid under the homestead laws;
8. The sixth section of the act
while the fees may not in
therefore,
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
any one case exceed the maximum under consideration provides that not
fee of $10. required under the general exceeding 2,000,000 acres of land in
A school whose aim is to prepare young men and women homestead law, the commissions will the state of Utah, which do not have
be determined by the area of land upon them sufficient water suitable
for domestic purposes as will render
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
embraced in the entry.
continuous residence upon such
of
Form
Application.
lands
College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
must
be
possible, may be designated by
enter
to
4, Applications
of the Interior as
the
No.
Form
Secretary
affidavit,
submitted
tipon
Cvil and Electrical Engineering and it Household
FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES.
under the provi
to
annexed
entry
subject
4003, copy of- which is
sions
the
with
of
this
exception
act;
HACKS.
BUGGIES.
Mechanics
and
Practical
hereto.
Also short coursesjn
Agricultion, however, that entrymen of such
Additional Entries.
lands will not be required to prove
ture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
5. Section 3 of the act provides
The
continuous residence thereon.
that any homestead entryman
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
cases
ail
act
in
tnat
such
provides,
lands of the character described in
must residt within such
enjtrymen
which
When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line
the first section of the act, upon
for self support.
of the land entered as will
distance
not
made,
been
has
entrv final proof
Drivers Furnished. Rates
to farm
enable them successfully
For Catalogue and further information, address the President
may enter such other lands, subject the same as
and
the
act;
required by
to the provisions of this act, contigno attempt will be made at this time
shall
which
to
the
former
uous
entry,
.
em to determine how far from the land
not tnefithpr with the lands
an entryman will be allowed to re
N.
Mex.
Agricultural College,
braced in the original entry, exceed
side, as it is believed that a proper
320 acres, and that residence upon
will
determination
of that question
and cultivation of the original entry
of
the
circumstances
depend
upon
shall be accepted as equivalent to each case.
of
the
residence upon and cultivation
Applications to enter under this
These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the additional entry.
of the act will not be receivsection
that
section
This
contemplates
located in the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these waters
ed
lists designating or classifyuntil
be
entered
may
ha? been thoroughly tested by the lands heretofore
mileB west
lands
the
ing
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
Secresubject to entry therethe
or
classfled
by
designated
miraculous cures attested to in the
filed and noted in
under
been
have
within
527 San Francisco Street
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa following diseases: Paralysis, Rheu- tary of the Interior as falling
the
local land offices. Such lists will
such
in
act
and
of
this
the
provisions
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bap matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Brigbt's
be from time to time furnished the
anco Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic cases an entryman of such lands who
made
registers and receivers, who will imact,
of
the
at
had
the date
not,
Grande Railroad, from which point a and 'Mercurial Affections, Scrofula,
addition- mediately upon their receipt note upsuch"
final
make
proof,may
dally line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Comon the tract books opposite the tract
The tempertiire of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bath- al entry, provided he is otherwise
so listed the words "Designated, secaddisuch
for
qualified.
Applicants
from 90 to 122 degres. The gasee are ing 2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
tion
6, act February 19, 1909." Stamps
tional entries must, of course, tender
carbonic. Altitude 6.000 feet. Climate per month.
Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work, Opals. .
Stage meets Denver the
for
the notations required by
and
making
commissions
and
fees
proper
and
entire
the
delightful
very dry
trains and waits for Santa Fe train must make
Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
and affidavit these Instructions will be hereafter
'
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything In Our Line.
year round. There is now a commod- upon request. . This resort is attrac- on Form No.application
4 004, attached hereto. furnished the local officers- - Appliious hotel for the convenience of In- tive at all seasons and is open all
must
cations
section
be
under this
on
valids and tourists. People suffeing winter. Passengers for Ojo Callente Entrymen who made final proof
submitted upon Form 4003, copy of
to
the
the
entries
original
prior
from consumption, cancer, and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. : m. and
date of the act are not entitled to which is annexed hereto.
3C
contagious diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
make additional entries under this Final Proofs on Entries Allowed UnThese waters contain 1,626.24 grains same day
For further narticulars act.
der Section 6 'Residence Comof alkaline salts to the gallon, being address:
Final Proofs on Original and Addimutation Not Allowed.
9. The final proof under this sec
tional Entries Commutation
tion must be made as in ordinary
Not Allowed.
'EVERYTHING
6. Final proofs must be made as homestead entries, except that proof
Ojo Call nlo. TaoiCoantv N IH
IN THE LINE OF WINTER GOODS
of residence on the land will not be
SUCH AS
required, in lieu of which the entry-maLadies'
Cloaks, and
will be required to show that
Youths
Men's
Curea Biliousness, Sick
the system from the date of original entry until
Skirts,
the
time
final
of making
and Boys Soits
proof he
Headache, Sour Stom
thoroughly and clears resided within
such distance from
WILL BE SOLD BK LOW COST
sallow complexions of said land as enabled him to successach, Torpid Liver aiuL.
same.
must
Such
fully
farm
the
proof
blotches. also, show
Constipation.
pimples
that not less than one-- 9
.
.
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(Continued on Page Six.).
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The idea of a railroad from Roswell
to Tucumari is good, but the project
of a railroad from Roswell to Torrance is still better. At Tucumcari,
connection is made only with the Rock
Island System, but at Torrance there
will be connection with the Rock Island, El Paso & Southwestern, Santa

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS,
FRANK

(PAUL A. F. WALTER,

Editor and President.
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER,

Vice-Preside-

Secretary-Treasure-

r.

Entered as Second Claw Matter at the Santa Fe
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
I .20
Dally, per week, by carrier
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OFFICIAL

The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New. Mexico. It is eeut to
tTry postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
enong vhe intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
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TARIFF

DEMOCRATIC

CONSIST-ENCY-

. CLASH

the
The New Mexican publishes
for
dispatch
following Washington
Democratic
of
benefit
readers;
the
hoping they will find food for thought
'

therein:
"If the

of
members
Democratic
out
set
had
deliberately to
Congress
prove what a glorious failure their
party can be when it comes to mak-

ing its impress on national legislation, they could not have mapped out
a better program than the one they
have been following at the present

BALLINGER
BETWEEN
AND PINCHOT.
tho
The inevitable clash! betwof-Department of the Interior and the Agricultural Department oyer the forestry service has come. The New
Mexican has been a staunch supporter
of the forest reserve policy as exemplified by Hon. Glfford Pinchot with
the exception that it always disapproved the practice of including within forest reserves land that is not
timbered or not adapted to reforestation. It is on this very point that
the forestry service has received its
first
from the Department of
the Interior, as is manifest from the
Washington dispatches in yesterday's
Daily New Mexican. Another point on
which there will be criticism
very
soon, is the management of iorestry
affairs by certain officious district
officers who imagine that thev are
vested with unlimited authority and
with autocratic power to declare vacant or fill places in the service wit
out regard to civil service rules or
decency, but just to please the'" own
sweet will. There will be an upheaval
sooner or later that will demonstrate
that no forestry official, no matter
what his high sounding title or the
nature of the commission that he
works under, can be a law unto him-- 1
self or that he has acquired fee simple
title to the forests of any district and
of all people who live and work on
them. Says the Denver Republcan:
"They reckon without their host
who conclude that Secretary Balling-e- r
is prompted by any spirit of hostilof conservity whatever to
ing and protecting the forests on lands
belonging to the federal government.

"

'Failure' has been written into
every line of it. If they have overlooked a single opportunity to do the;
wrong thing at the most critical time,
it has not been visible to the naked
eye. And when the tariff bill finally
leaves Congress on its way to the
White House for executive signature
the whole Democratic cohort will be
able conscientiously, if not proudly,
to proclaim 'We did not do it.'
"When tne Payne bill was in the
House there seemed to be plenty of
places where the Democrats, by judicious opposition,
might have won
triumphs. But they had no program;
they had no leaders, and they had no
harmony.
They promptly fell to
scrapping among themselves, and
wnen xne dih came out or tne House
the Democrats had not changed so
much as a punctuation mark.
"And the Democratic leaders outside
of Congress who had hoped to use
this opportunity to help them in next
year's Congressional and state fights,
and who prayed that it might develop
a Moses to lead them out of their
wilderness had to pin their hope on
the Senate.
"But the Democrats in the Senate
are doing even less for the 'Democrats who are not from the South, are
falling over each other in their eagerness to pile Into the Republican band
wagon. Senator after Senator from
solidly Democratic states has risen
in his place and pledged himself to
the Republican program. Worse, he
has not only renounced the 'hallowed
Democratic doctrine of free trade,
but he has clamored for higher protection than the Republicans
are
asking. All the pressure for a duty
on coal comes from the South. The
cry for duty on iron ore comes from
the South. The clamor for increased
rates on iron and steel comes from
the Sputh. There are a lot of other
'Southern delicacies,' that cause the
same trouble. The duty on pineap
ples cannot be made high enough to
gratify the Southerners. They want
duties on Sea island Cotton; they
.want higher duties on rice.
'
"The 'Southern Dehaven't
any theories thsy care to add to the
bill. They han no fancies they
would. lifiS to see written into law.
They want high protection for their
favored industries and products, and
to get it they are willing to trade off
about everything else in sight.
"It is for this reason that the income tax plan seems doomed to defeat. The Democrats have held caucus after caucus to keep their straggling men in line for this sole hope,
out it nas all been in vain. And when
it conies to the final vote it will be
found that a goodly bunch of the
Southern Democrats will be lined up
against the Income tax plan.
"All of this will probably cause a
great cry of pain from the vicinity of
Lincoln, Nebraska. But a review of
the votes which were cast for W. J.
Bryan last fall shows the remarkable
fact that it was the constituents of
these very recalcitrant Senatora who
gave him what little hope of election
he had.
"In the states of Alabama, Florida,
Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi and
North Carolina, whose Senators have
already placed themselves on record
with the Republicans, he got almost
half of the 'state pluralities' of 546,000
which he ran up in the sixteen Dem
ocratic states. If to this be added the
pluralities of Arkansas, Virginia and
Tennessee, whose Senators are wavof
ering, it will account for
these pluralities."
A very short time ago, these same
men declared In their Democratic
platform that "Protection was ro&
bery." They could find no, language
Btronff enough to express tneir loatn
for protection
lngr and contempt
what their pious souls yearned for
pure and simwas either
for rev"tariff
a
ple, or Its twin sister
enue only." Now (can it be possible?)
they are clamoring for higher protection, than the Republicans are asking.
And MlrablU dicta, It Is from the
r
Bryan atatei that the greatestftum-heProtagonists
Democratic
of
ccna. Ch, consistency thou art a
.
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PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Attorney-at-Law-

.

The

New Mexican Printing com
pany has on hand a large supply of
pads and tablets suitable for school
work, the desk,' and alan fnr amvora
"J V19
and merchants; good everywhere.
we win sell them at 5 cents in book
form.

Santa Fe

New Mexico
If you want anything on earth
EDWARD C. WADE,
a New Mexican want "ad."

Practices In the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
New Mexico

'

Practice in the District and Supreme Courts.
Prompt and careful
attention givfin to all business.
New Mexico
Santa Fe'
RENEHAN & DAVIES. v
E. P. Davles,

A. B. Renehan,

Attorneys-at-Law-

.

h- A.

;

.....

Practice in the Supreme and Dis
trlct Courts. Mining and Land Law a
specialty.

C. W. G. WARD,
The Farmington Enterprise, like
Territorial District Attorney.
nearly all of the other Republican
newspapers of the Territory, has a For San Miguel and Mora counties.
New Mexico
good word to say for the selection by Las Vegas
Governor Curry of Hon. James Wal-- j
M. C. MECHEM,
lace Raynolds to be warden of the
Attorney-at-Law- .
penitentiary. In a third of a column Tucumcari
New Mexico
biographical sketch it says of Mr.

NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS,
"Mr. Raynolds is one of
C. J. Roberts,
the best qualified young men in the Jesse G. Northcutt,
Attorneys-at-Law- .
West, and his services will be inval- ;
v.j
Offices: Raton, N. M., and Triniuable in the management of her most
dad, Colorado.
important institution."
"Governor Curry has made a splenG. W. PRICHARD,
did selection from the standpoint of
and Counsel lorat-Law- .
Attorney
business ability, honesty and efficienPractices in all the District Courts
cy and one which will be generally and
gives special attention to cases
approved by all who know the man before the Territorial Supreme Court
and the needs of the institution Office:
Laughlin Blk. Santa Fe, N. M.
which tits is to, manage."
,
GEORGE
BARBER,
,
Counsellor-at-Law- .
and
Attorney
The extension of the city, limits;
the opening of River Avenue, the Practices in the District Court and
Courts of the Territory,
abating of nuisances inimical to the Supreme
health of the people, are a few of Prompt attention given to all business.
Nevr Mexico
the practical things that the city Lincoln County
council might undertake to do for
CATRON & GOKTNER,
the community at its next meeting.
Attorneys and Counsellors-at-Law- .
Attempts to repeal the constitution,
Office: Catron Block.
the organic act and the Territorial Santa Fe
New Mexico
law are beyond the sphere of muni
not
cipal bodies. But this should
H. R. PUTNAM,
discourage them and they should do , U. S. Court Commissioner and
at least some of the things which
Conveyancer.
are within their province and authorLOANS AND REAL ESTATE.
ity.
Correspondents asking information
concerning the Territory of New Mex"Maniac depression,' is the latest ico promptly answered
New Mexico
excuse for
murder, and Texico
like "brain-storm- "
and "unwritten
W. A. FLEMING JONES,
law' and a few other excuses for
"
bloody crimes, is the invention of a
Bonds and Investments.
TJ. S. Commissioner
for the Third
professional man trying to explain
why a certain murderer, who stood Judicial District of New Mexico.
hiel in social circles, killed toother Las Cruces
New Mexico
member of the same fclrcle. A few Eastern and local bank references.
hangings and electrocutions, would
produce a visible reduction in the
CONY T. BROWN,
number of cases of "brain storms,"
Mining Engineer.
"maniac depression" and "unwritten Secretary and Treasurer of New
law" resulting in brutal assassina- Mexico School of Mines.
tions.
New Mexico
Socorro

ij

SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS- - S75.00O

I

as

W

PALME PTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Ptopt.

One of the Best Hotels in the West!

Raynolds:

1

Assistant Cashier,

Transacts a general banking business in all its brandies.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of ;'
personal and collateral security Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys ar d sells '
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfer of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given bj any mone7 transmiting agency
public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's
time,! Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock
and products. The bank executes all orders of its patrons in
the banking line, and aims to extend to them as liberal
treatment in all respects, as is consistent with safety and
the principles ol sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public U respectfully solicited.

'

New Mexico

A, H! BRODHEAD,

vice President.
!

!

New Mexico

s.

Taos

;

-

HUGHESr

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

Office in Catron Block.

....
....

OF SANTA FE.

The oldest banking institution in New Mexico. Established
in 1870.
R. J. PALEN, President
H. VAUGHN,, Cashier.
.... J.

J

"

He will
which Congress employed.
go as far as the law permits in conserving the natural resources of the
country, but he will not let enthusiasm on his own part or on the part of
subordinate officials in behalf of conservation overstep the limits prescribed by statute.
"It hag been charged that Mr. Pinchot stretched the meaning of some
statutes to enable Secretary Garfield
of the Interior Department to withdraw from settlement public lands containing natural resources which Mr.
Pinchot thought should be brought
under the shelter of his conservation
policy. To the extent that the law
was exceeded by these withdrawals,

If you want anything on earth try
a New Mexican want "ad."

E. C. ABBOTT,
Attorney-at-Law- .

.

"The key to Secretary Ballinger's
policy is obedience to law. Whatever
the law commands, that he will do.
He will not make new law or read into
old law interpretations and construc
tions not authorized by the language

The New Mexican, can do printing
equal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
work we turn out. Try our stock once
and you will certainly come again. We
have all the facilities fo rturnlng out
every class of work. Including one ot
the best binderies in the WmL

The First National Bank

Offices.

Las Cruces

The manager of the Appeal to ReaCHARLES F. EASLEY,
son has been found guilty of sending
Surveyor General)
(Late
mails.
matter
the
through
defamatory
Attorney-at-LaAs thi3 is a mere technical offense,
Land and Mining business a spethe punishment is light, and will hot
'
cialty.
prevent the future publication of the
New Mexico
Santa Fe
sheet.
Fortunately, its
despicable
ravings have no effect upon the peoHOLT & SUTHERLAND,
ple of the United States, who are
Attorneys-at-Law- .
endowed with too much common
Practic in the District Courts as
sense to take any stock in its
well as before the Supreme Court of
The last election, in reality, the Territory.
proved, that Socialism in the United Las Cruces
New Mexico
States is waning in strength. No
H. M. DOUGHERTY,
doubt this is due to the intemperate
Attorney-at-Lautterances of papers like the Appeal
Practices in the Supreme and Disand orators like Debs. There is
enough good in Socialism and enough trict Courts of the Territory. Office:
New Mexico
of common sense, to appeal to the Socorro
countereffect
is
this
but
thoughtful
WILLIAM McKEAN,
acted by the silliness and nastinessof
Attorney-at-Laits representative papers and speakand Land Law.
Mining
ers.

the-polic-

try

Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe

set-bac- k

session.

r:r"';rtt:8

Fe Central, Denver & Rio Grande and
Santa Fe Systems by the most direct
route.
At Tucumcari therevwill be
no special outlet for Roswell's products, but by way of Torrance the markets of Albuquerque, Las Vegas and
Santa- Fe will be unlocked.
At Tucumcari, there will be no exchange of
products but at Torrance there will
be an exchange of coal and lumber,
articles that the Pecos valley should
have at lower prices than it pays today and which it can secure at reasonable rates only from the central
part of the Territory. The road from
Roswell to Torrance would cost Jess,
and be shorter than the road toTu-cumcar- i
and would be of '.twice as
much benefit to the lower Pecos valley, giving every advantage besides
that a road to Tucumcari would mean.

T) yiaI'aa i am
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Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Traveles

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

.
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Postal Telegraph Office

Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

cold-bloode- d

Secretary Ballinger has restored conditions to what they were before the
Orflerg referred to were issued by Sec
retary Garfield.
"In this no one would be justified in
finding a spirit of hostility to the pol
icy of conservation, for none exists.
It is simply a declaration by the able
lawyer who now fills the office of secretary of the interior that the laws
governing the location and entry of
land claims must prevail, except
where other laws interfere and au
thorize or direct that certain tracts
be withdrawn. He takes the position
that behind every official act there
must be the sanction of the law; and
to a policy of this character no man
can object."

The need of a Territorial reform
OSTEOPATHY
school is emphasized at every session
of court.
In such wide-ope- n
towns
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON
as Albuquerque,
the instances of j
treats acute and chronic
Successfully
youthful depravity are increasing to
without
diseases
drugs or medicines.
an alarming extent and Judge Ira A.
Office:
consultation.
for
No
charge
has late- - No. 103 Palace avenue. Hours: 9 to
The Albuquerque Journal maintains Abbott, the presiding-judge- ,
because Albuquerque has 2,000 vot- ly sent a number of youthful offend-- j 12 a. m., and 2 to 5 p. m. 'Phone 156.
ers that the city has 25,000 inhabi- ers to the reformatory at Golden, Cotants or twelve souls for every voter. lorado, instead of to the Territorial
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
This is quite an optimistic estimate, Penitentiary. No time should be lost
Notary Public.
according to which, New Mexico in making the reformatory at Spring- Santa Fe
New Mexico
0
available.
er,
with a registration of more than
New Mexican Printthe
with
Office
would have more tnan a million
'
inhabitants, and Santa Fe with a r The Iowa Senators are unnecessari- ing Company.
over
0
excited
the
ly
"banefulness'
of
registration of 1,800 would have
people. As far as Santa Fe is high protection. The people are not
concerned, instead of twelve souls to holding mass meetings to demand the
the voter, five souls is a liberal es- abolition of the tariff, and what is
Given Either in
timate and at the same ratio, Albu- more, they will net. They learned as
OR GERMAN-RAYMO- ND
SPANISH
querque would have about 10,000 in- long ago as Grover Cleveland's time,
HAACKE
habitants, an estimate which has the that a tariff reduction is the last
merit of being nearer right than method that should be chosen to reCare New Mexican
However, Albuquerque, Las store business prosperity.
25,000.
NOTARY PUBLIC
Vegas and Santa Fe should get all
'Silver
clean-uhas
announced
limits
their
within
City
suburbs
their
city
so that the census next year will days on May 19 and 20. The authorishow at least three towns in the ties will on that day abate all public
Territory with more than 10,000 peo- nuisances and citizens will be urged
Silver
ple. If this is not done, it will be to clean up their premises.
FOR THE SICK- said again of the Territory, that it City, probably doesn't need a clean-u- p
hasn't a city that has reached the any more than does Santa Fe, but Siland ver City believes in doing things, not
10,000 mark as to population,
8ANTA FE, N. M.
concerned
is
as
as
far
spending a life time talking about
population
that
Vv
them.
v:r,y,"
its big towns are mere villages.
week.

Commodious Sample I(ocm

a Good One.
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PRESS" THE BUTTON WE

FIRST CLASS CAPE
IN CONNECTION"
DO

THE REST.

Runs on the European Plan!

the CO RON ADO

HOTEL

G. Lupe Herrera, Prop.

'

FIRST CLASS RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION

j

Electric Light, Hot and.
Cold Baths.

Short Order & Spanish
Dishes Speciality

' RATES 50c,

Santa Fa, New Mexico.

Up..

80,-00-

AMERICAN PLAN
EUROPEAN PLAN WO AND 76c
...
BY
THE WEEK
;
SPECIAL BATES

20,-00-

$1,50
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THE HOTEL NQRMANP!E
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GRAMMAR LESSONS

PRESTON, Proprietor.
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Roswell is no nearer the commission form of government than Santa
Fe is to annexing its suburbs, yet the
Thirty-eightLegislature, upon the
ofVthose two cities
request
especial
placed laws on the statute books to en able Roswell to be governed py comannex its
miimion and Santa
surroundings. ' '
h

Feo

m.

The Roswell Democrat, after various vicissitudes, has gone to the
newspaper . heaven. Even the most
Democratic part of the Territory is
not a profitable field for a simon
pure Democratic organ that cusses
everything that is Republican and
whose main song is "de gang." Even
Democrats get tired of such drivel.

"W"

Builders and Contractors
E3TIMATES
Famished on short notice .
CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY
PLANS

PICTUBIS

AHD FHAHJBG

H" WLAND A DEWEY COMPANY,
410 8. Broadway. Laa Angalaa,

up per

D. M. HOOVER & SON
;

SUPPLIES

. 1BT

DEVELOPING PRINTING
We Make a
AND ENLARGING.
Specialty of
end lor Catalogue
Mail order! given prompt attention.

:
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& PHOTO
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PAUL P. LACASSAONF
CARRIAGE & SIGNI PAINTEF

FURMTOitE
PJfflTIXG
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REPA1RII3

ATTRACTIVE SIGHS
ALL

KUDSt

STYLES

110 Guadalupe
St.
MAM
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W S. DAVIS PresUent,
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$50,000.
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BANK ANO

STATES
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SANTA FE, N. M.
ro-elv- e

2Sment

YOUR BUSINESS SOLICITED
DIRECTORS

8.

N.B.LAUGLING
H.HANNA.

We Can Furnish Your House nl
FURNITURE OF ALL KINDS

pflrf

Ull

I

BRUSSELS AND
AXMINSTER

RUGS AND
TAPESTRIES,

or

DAVENPORTS OF LATEST MAKE
WE FRAME PICTURES

AND

REPAIR

in

FURNITURE.

Charles Wagner Furniture Co.
Phons
No.

10

HOUSE FURNISHERS
AND UNDERTAKERS

.

Full

Phone
No. 10

Assurance

Company

i

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co..
. of the Southwest
.

A M, BFRGEBE,
Santa Fe, N.

Dont fail to see our bargains in

ART SQUARES

Man

bought low and are willing to
give our customers the benefit
We

ALSO

!

Of

FOLLOW HIM

FU

i

J

MfpJ

"ri

,

Manaoer for New Mexico
Catron Block

M.

NEW LACE CURTAINS
THE MOST BEAUTIFUL ASSORT-MEN- T
OF FORFION AND D0MES
TIC - MAKES EVER SHOWN AT

:T'

V

NEW

A

CAR

rtNITURE

-J- USTIN-

WK CAN SAVK YOU MONK Y

All kinds of the latest in
Hall Trees,

Chiffoniers,
Dressers,
Sideboards,
China Closets,
Rockers Chairs,
&

Tables

WHEN YOUR HOUSE IS ON FIRE
It is

too lite to repair leaky Hose

Try Our 5 & 7 Ply Now

J

P

All Kinds of Oar- den JmDlDH'ntN.

Iron and Wire
Fenclnir, the best
In the Market.
We Handle

,

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
Tbe Colorado 'Rational Life

Mail Order Solicited.

I

A. J. GREEN

DAVIS

Phone No 83.

,

DEPOSIT your mony with the bunk that take,
want youig
iU customer, at all times. We
illness
tb aurww. that.you will
Dee- -,
The growth of our busing since
'eniUr tells its own story Come In to see us. We
are at your service,

W.

EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE

I

I

TRUST GO.

N. A. PERRY
C. H. BOWLDS

F. E. Walling, a Denver traveling
man, is registered at the Claire.
A. R. Brasted, traveling for a Denver firm, is a guest at the Claire.
-- OP MILLINERY
P. Walsh, a railroad man from To-- ill
NECKWEAR AT
peka, is la town on business. He isi
i
MISS A MUGLER.
stopping nt the Claire,
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA
W. B. Taylor, a St. Joseph traveling
merman, is in town visiting loca
chants. He is at the Palace.
3
S. M. Folsom, an insurance' man
from Trinidad, is in town on business.
He is quartered at the Claire.
Mrs. J. B. Lamy and daughter leave
tonight over the Santa Fe, for Los
Angeles. They will go via Denver.
Who Looks Ahead
W. J. Riley, a traveling man from
New York, is in town calling on the
Is the fellow who protects
trade. He ia quartered at the Palhis savings with a good Fire
ace.
Insurance policy. He feels
.'.",.-secure when his buildings
,VH.'W. Tiye, a Denver traveling man,
'
are curling up in smoke.
is in town today calling on the
Paltrade. He is registered at the
'
ace.
Li' B. Isbell, a traveling man from
It will pay YOU to proNew York, was an arrival on last
tect your property in like
night's train. He is stopping at the
manner. A policy in a good
Claire.
is what you want.
company
Territorial Coal Oil Inspector S. B.
r.
Ask us.
Grlmshaw was a passenger for AlbuGEO. M. KIN SELL
querque last evening on official busi294 San Francisco St
ness.
Rear Admiral Robley D. Evans and
wife passed Lamy last night on their
way from San Diego, California, to
Chicago.
Deputy Sheriff E. H. Blernbaum, of to th
n nprnTllnnnIp(1 th1
Mora, is a visitor in Santa Fe having ))0ard of control of tne
armory oyer
brought three prisoners to the peni the new building,
tentiary.
The following is from the Willard
Herman Abraham, an Omaha travel- Record:
"Rev. John Hartmann, as
ing man, was among today's arrivals sistant pastor at the Cathedral, Santa
on the noon train. He is quartered at
Ft, spent Tuesday night and a por
the Claire.
tion of Wednesday in Willard on his
It was reported today that Hon. nl urn from Encino where he cele
Thomas B. Catron is seriously ill at blated mass on last
Monday. Father
New York, but the report could not
was more than pleasantly
be verified.
'leceived in Willard's sister town on
Charles S. Boring, traveling out of tne Cut-oin fact, he was given an
Denver, arrived in town yesterday, ovation by the people of Encino, d
will today call on the trade. He
respective of religion. He visited the
is registered at the Claire.
,
German colony which has recently
Rev. W. R. Dye, rector of the located
adjacent to Encino. While in
Church of the Holy Faith returned willard Father Hartmann met many
with his wife last night after having 0f our citiens, who found him a very
been away for several months.
'.interesting gentleman. He speaks
E. J. Winfrey, a traveling salesman German, English, Spanish and French
from Monticello, Kentucky, is among fluently, and hence, in time will oc-the many traveling men in town to- - cupy a large field in his church."
flay. He Is a guest at the Claire. ,
Joh.n O. Slemmons, a New York CHURCH SOCIETIES MUST
traveling man, arrived in town at noon
STOP GAMBLING SCHEMES.
today, registering at the Palace. He
represents a large jewelry firm.
New Martinsville, W. Va., May 7.
B. F. Panky arrived at noon today
H. H. Willis in delivering a
Judge
from his ranch on the Eaton grant. nVinn
A
niM..ni
nrA J.....
"
He brought with him his daughter and
t
ed them to indict all church
societies
his niece. They are stopping at the
and church workers who obtain money
...... V
Claire. ., .,
.
through the medium of raffles.
A. B. Recknagle and A. S. Peck, of
Albuquerque, in the employ of. the
Forest Service, yesterday went up to
the Gallinas Planting station of the
government, near Las Vegas.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
A. M. DETTELBACH, Mgr.
went to Albuquerque last evening to
consult with Governor Curry and to
Every Evening 7:30 and 8:45.
attend the dedication of the Church
Matinee ,
3:30 p. m.
Saturday
of the Immaculate Conception.
Moving Pictures,
Mr. and Mrs. George Shumway and
son, Jesse George, of Galesburg, IlliIllustrated Songs,
nois, arrived on the noon train- and i
Only Licensed Films Shown
will spend several days in Santa Fe Admission
10 and 20 cents
enjoying the sights. They are quarterMatinee, Children 5 cents.
ed at the Claire.
Evening Show it 730 and 8:30.
The following party arrived at noon
today to take in the sights in and
about Santa Fe: Misses M. Anderson, E. J. Huston, A. Martin and G.
Griffes, all of Kansas City. They are
guests at the Claire.
The following young men are stopping off in Santa Fe today on their
THE LEADING
way home from school at Albuquerque: Toribio Encinias, Levi T. Marz
tinez, Eloi Martinez and Enoc
of Tlerra Amarilla; Manuel
Martinez and Celestino Martinez of
Vallesitos; Flavio Luna, Max Martinez, Alfredo Sanchez and Tomas
SOLE AGENTS FOR
Roibal of Taos
News was received here today from
& SANBORN'S
CHASE
Las Cruces to the effect that the wife
of E. O. Speake, federal sheep inspector, is critically ill. M.r Speake is at
present in the northern part of the
Territory On official business and
every possible effort is being made to
locate him and convey to him the
message of Mrs. Speake's condition.
Up to a few months ago, Mr. and Mrs.
Speake resided in Santa Fe.
Every cup made from
Governor Curry, on hia way from
Chase
& Sanborn's
Alamogordo to Albuquerque, stopped
High Grade Coffee
at Las Cruces where he spent Wedis always the best,
i
nesday in consultation with Martin
i the same. Thosealways
who
Lohman and other political leaders.
"discriminate, find in Chase &
During the day he enjoyed a drive
sanborn's Coffee a quality
into the country, where he had an opuuw is unequauea in any
portunity of seeing some of the finest
ower.
and thickest alfalfa that it is possible
to grow., He also paid a short visit
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novelties

up-to-dat-

1

accessories.

hair-dressin-

g

.

TIE BEAUTY FOR THE

-

sen.

OPENING

FASHIONABLY ATTIRED MEW ANO WOMEN
Our line embraces those minute style touches which
are essential to absolute correctness of attire.

MEN AND
WOMAN
THE

25c,

NIAGARA

UP

line of silk gloves
new lengths and various colors expected
to arrive any day

PAY YOU TO WAIT AND GET THE BEST

j

For anything

emu

tn

T.n

ud

everything appertaining to Printing

ww nninin rnniing uompauT.

at Binding

1909 MODELS AT

AELXANDER'S GARAGE

MO-LIN-

er

.

operated In' connection with this garage.

'..

O. W. ALEXANDER
. .

3io gen FrwolMo

street,.

.

Catarrh Cannot Be Cur:d.
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh is a blood or constitutional
disease, and in order to cure' it you

must take internal remedies1. Hall's
Catarrh Cure is taken Internally, and
acts directly on the blood and mucous
surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Cure is not a
quack medicine. It was prescribed by
one of the best physicians in this
country for years and is a regular pre
scription. It is composed of the best
tonics known, combined with the best
blood purifiers, acting directly on the
mucous surfaces. The perfect combination of the two ingredients is what
produces such wonderful
results in
curing Catarrh.. Send for testimonials

r

N. M.

Cfifcc

fr'

m 25cts t0 40cts

FOR PINE GOODS.

MIL

ESTATE

SHTl BONDS

IISURAICE
LIFE, FIRE AND ACCIDENT

Teas from 40cts to 80c ts
per lb.

We have some special bargains in City Lots and Fruit
Ranches in and near Santa Fe. . Consult us before investing
your money.

FRESH STRAWBERRIES
received three times a

O. C WATSON & COMPANY

,

free.

P.J. .CHENEY

'

& CO., Props.,

Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
.

nta

Backet Store

COFFEES &TEAS

'

SOUTHWESTERN DISTRI BUTOR OF THE MITCHELL, McINTYRE and ZIMMERMAN 1909 Models AUTDUCOBILEg
- and COMMERCIAL MOTOR CARS, in shaft or chain
drive, in a
variety of prices and styles to suit anyone automobilically inclined.
On the floors of my garage in Santa Fe can be seen the different 1909 models In Touring, Roadster, Runabout and Commercial
Motor Cars, suited to the wants of Doctors, Merchants, Stockmen
and Rancher, In prices ranging from $375 to $2,500, and horse-powfrom 10 to 40. ..
These models were selected by me at the Chicago Automobile
.Show as representing the best automobile values and best suited to
New Mexico road conditions, from an exhibit of more than eighty
'
types of cars: , :. ,
CalLox.; write. for, literature of the car interested in; also ask for
a road "demonstration' of the car.
A full line of Auto Supplies and fully equipped Machine
Shop

THE

Take Hall'0 Family Pills for
tattoo.

const!- -

week
Also

Urn

Grown

,f

Ipp

EVERY MORNING

II. S.

PHONK
RED 189

MOM.

Drink
Pabst
D1GNEO & NAPOLEON Agta.

Blue Ribbon
Bock Beer
Malt Tonic"
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HENRY F.
m,
m.

32nd,

Venerable Master.
STEPHENS, 14th, .
Secretary.
E.

B. P. O.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
m.
secm. holds its regular session, on the
m. ond and fourth Wednesdays of each
m.
p.m. month. Visiting brothers are invited
m.

m and welcome.
m.

DAVID KNAPP.
Exalted Ruler.

p.m.

U
tlO
9

41

Lv
"
"

N. M.

6 80 p,
6 16 p.
4 66 p.
4 36 p.
4 26 p.
8 56 p.
8 80 p.
2 66
2 80 p.
12 25 p.
12 05
811 40 a.
11 06 a'
16
15
43

g

47

?

60
68
69

7 40
7 25
7 00

m. J. D. SENA,
Secretary.
in.
a. m.
a. in.
For a burn or scald apply Cham
a. in.
Salve. It will allay the pain
berlain's
m!

a.m. almost instantly and quickly heal the
injured parts. For eale by all drug'

a. m.
a. m.

S. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving in Dawson, N.

with E. P. A 8. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M.,

1:55 a. m.
f Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows:
SOUTHBOUND.
NORTHBOUND
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 1, 6:08 a. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
8. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
TracK connection with A. T.
A S. at Des Moines, E. P A 8 W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron, N. M., is depot for the following points In New Mexico: Ocate,
flayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo
Lobo,
Elizabethtown,
8eco. Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes,
Cerro,
Questa, Ranches do Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
W. A. GORMAN,
J. van HOUTEN;
E. J, DEDMAN.

gists.
If you want anything on earth
want "ad."
a New

RATON,

V- -

N-J-

Ores, and Gen Mgr
RATON. N.H

Pass- Agent
RATON, N, M.

Gen-

-

-

TRAVELING

if

and

I

E. P.

k

W.

CLOSE CONNECTIONS
FAST SCHEDULES

CALIFORNIA

Direct

N.

M.,

U.

to The

S. A..

Earth,

May 1, 1919.
Last year when the idea of starting a box factory at Santa Fe was
suggested there was much talk about
the idea being nothing else but foolishness. However, the enterprising
gentlemen who took Tip 'the idea and
invested their money in a
plant are today reaping a rich harvest.
While the lumber obtainable in the
immediate vicinity of Santa Fe is not
adaptable to furniture making, it has
been found to most excellent material
for making various kinds of boxes
and wooden crates. The box factory
started last year, Is now working over
time, being compelled to employ an
g

EXCURSIONS
LOS ANGELES
SAN DIEGO .

$35.20

2?

SAN PEANOISOO

fh7e

The

1909

Allowed

rs

"Santa Fe

ILL TIE

URTHER

INFORMATION,
RATES FOR DIVERSE
ROUTES,

etc.,

CALL

ON

OR

ADDRESS

H. S. Lutz,
Agent,
Santa Fe, N. M.

plant started here
some years ago. is justifying all the
favorable predictions of its promoters.
The great building boom that is
sweeping the entire Territory is causing large orders for brick to arrive
inwith every mail. The
hunis
to
affording
employment
dustry
dreds of men and all doubt is now
long since past as to Santa Fe ever
having any kind of an industry that
would give employment to its citizens,
other than that of a clerical or agricultural nature.
Forty cars of high grade ore arriv- ed at the local smelter yesterday. Ow-ing to splendid railroad facilities the
g

owners of most New Mexico mines
have found it convenient to ship their
ore to Santa Fe. Of late many valuable mining propositions have been
developed near this city and consequently the importance of the local
'

Stop That Cold
Denver Colorado Springs aad Pueblo
is Via the

DEM

m

& mo

descrip-

tive literature, etc. call on or address.

0

K. HOOPER, G. P.

Denver, Colo.

of the

DENVER, COLO

Through the fjrtile San Luis valley, Also to the
San Juan country of Colorado.

For information as to rates, train service,

General Assembly

MAY

T. A.
F. H. cTVIcBRIDE, Agent.
Santa Fe, N. M.

20 TO JUNE

1

$21.10
May

Oa Sale
19th.

31st.

Return

2

one-fourt-

17th 18th and
limit Oat.

1909.

ud

for
Till rate will abso be
Hummer Tourist bulnei
Mile
on
June 1st. aad
dully after tbat date.

To cbeck early eolds or Grippe wltb "PreTenuci
means mm defeat for Pneumonia. To Mop a oold
with Freventlc is ufer than to let It ran and be

a,

d,

SUMMER

blood-stain-e-

isi

d

ALL THE WAY

TO
CHICAGO ILLS.

Biliousness and Constipation.
For years I was troubled with biliousness
and constipation, which
made life miserable for me. My appetite failed me. I lost my usual force
and vitality. Pepsin preparations and
cathartics only made matters worse.
I do not know where I should have
been today had I not tried Chamber-T

$50.35
KANSAS CITY, .MO

$35.35
ST. LOOTS, MO.

Sve

table
ee ,7S
he i
strengthen the digestive func.
niiplfv

thoe tn

tte'Vto

do

$44.35

5i

DENVER, COLO.

Pntta

$21.10
PUEBLO, COLO.

REFUSED LICENSE
AT RATON

CO.

$16.35
COLORADO

Lovesick

Couple Finally Wired Con- sent of Parents and is Married
at Trinidad, Colorado.
Trinidad, Colo., May 7. Vernon
Stoughton and Miss Rose Slator were
married here after months of courtship and pleadings with the parents
of both. Stoughton is 20 years old
and the parents thought him as well
as the girl too young to marry. The
twn wont rlnwn tn Rntnn flnlfnv Winn.
New Mexlco t0 get' marrled DJlt
they could not get a license as the
parents had wired ahead of them that
the man was not of age.' The two talked with the parents and today gained
their consent.

SPRINGS,

$18.15
CITY OP MEXICO

$52.45
PITTSBURGH, PA.

$67.30
SEATTLE,

WASH.

$55.90
TICKETS will be on sale dally
June 1st. to Sept. 30th, Good for
return passage until October 31st.
1909.

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION...
(Homestead Entry No. 7888.)
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
May 4, 1909. .
Notice Is hereby given that Fred
Thayer of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
April 6, 1904, made homestead entry
No. 7888, for lots 3 and 5, Sec. 28;
lot 1, Sec. 33, and E 2 NW
lot
1. Section 34, Township 16 N, Range
10 E., N. M. P.Meridlan, has filed nc--i
tice of intention to make final Ave
year proof, to, establish claim to the
land above described, before the register and receiver at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on June 16, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Nicolas Gutierrez, Guadalupe Maes,
Tomas Maes, and Dolores H. Maes,
all of Santa Fe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
Torrance and
seats on autoW. Stockard,

is $5.80 and between
Roswell $10. Reserve
mobile by wire. J.
manager, Automobile

rates Ito all parts
Ixw
o United States Canada and Mexico,
via the SANTA FE.

Call

.

Line,

Oxl ox JLA&xoma,

H. S. LUTZ,
.

1--

1--

-

STRIPLING-BURRO-

fiates

SANTA FE N. M.

obliged to cure It afterwards. To be ture, Pre.
ventici will cure even a deeply seated cold, but
taken earij at the sneeze stage they break, of
head off these early colds. That's surely better.
That's why they are called Prerentics.
Freventlc are little dandy Cold Cures. No Quinine, no physic, nothing sickening. Nice for the
children and thoroughly safe too. If you feel
Register.
chilly. U you sneeze,Myon ache all over, think oi
Prerentics. Promptness may also save half your
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
usual slckneu. And don't forget your child, it
Connection
made with Automobile
Benin
probIs
feverlsbness,
nlghtor
day.
then
dally,
ably Has PreTentlcr' greatest efficiency. Sold In line at Torrance for Roswell
So boxes for the pocket, also in 25e boxes of 48 Automobile
leaves Torrance for' Rosfreveutlc. Insist oa your druggists giving yon well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The

Seventies

1--

,

brick-makin- g

smelter has proportionately

Ogoute

The Mining Camp of Colorado, Utah and Nevada: to

From Page Three.)

phychological

June 1 & 2
June 24 to July 10
July 27 to Aug. 6
Return limit Oct. 31.
Stop-ove-

April 26, 1909
Notice is hereby given that Luia
Martinez, of Lamy, N. Mex., who, on
August 4,. 1903, made Homestead EnSW
try No. 7159, for E
W 2
SE1-4- ,
Sec. 15, T. 14 N. Range 11
E.
N. t M.
P.
has
Meridian,
filed notice of intention to make
final five year proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
the Register and Receiver, at Santa
Fe, N. M., on the 16th day of June.

eighth of the entire area of the land
entered was cultivated during the
h
second year; not less than
during the third year; and not less
than one-hal- f
during the fourth and
fifth years after entry.
Officers Before Whom Application
and Proofs May Be Made.
10. The act provides that any pen
1909.
son applying to enter land under the
Claimant names as witnesses:
provisions thereof, shall make and
Teofllo Herrera, Marcelino Garcia,
subscribe before the proper officer an
Gonzales, Jose Maria Apod
Augustin
affidavit, etc. The term
"proper
of Lamy, N. M.
officer," as used herein is held to
MANUEL R. OTERO,
mean any officer authorized to take
Register.
affidavits or proof in homestead cases.
Whooping Cough.
Very respectfully,
"In February our daughter had the
S. V. PROUDFIT,
Hart-lanActing Commissioner. whooping cough. Mr. Lane, of
recommended
Chamberlain's
Approved: R. A. BALLINGER,
his
Secretary. Cough Remedy and said it gave Vve
customers the best of satisfaction.
found it as he said, and can recomCOUSIN OF LEW
mend it to anyone having children
with whooping cough," says
troubled
WALLACE 'MURDERED
Mrs. A. Goss, of Durand, Mich. For
Every Man In Rockford Township to sale by all druggists.
be Arrested to Secure His.
Thumb Print.
Rockford, 111., May 7.Acting on
the belief that the murderer of Mrs.
Margaret Grippen of Winnebago is a
resident of the village, Sheriff Collier,
States Attorney North and Sergt.
Read, who are
with Detectives Biddinger and Bedach of Chicago, have decided to throw out the
dragnet and bring in every male resident of the township, be he high, low,
rich or poor, for the finger print test.
Ed. Evans of the Bertillon and finger print bureau in Chicago, arrived
and will take a copy of the
TOW
finger imprints on a lamp chimney handled by the murderer.
Mrs. Grippen was a cousin of Gen.
Lew Wallace.

i TTT- allBXe! a,nce'
of,Hnns
-

ACT.

the Territory and also to outside bIood
points, especially to the fruit growing work nntlira,lv
PnRO
sections.
It is but another instance
ai
ri,
of enterprise asserting itself at the for sale
by all druggists.
moment.

May 0 to 13

FOR

El Paso, Texae,

receral Passenger Agent

TEN YEARS FROM NOW

brick-malcn-

I

V. R. STILES

Ra-mon- a

Santa 'Fe,

$45.20

New Mexico Central

o

Special Flash Correspondence
News.

EAST - WEST
TRAVEL VIA

tn

Palace.
"WYE. Smith, La Veta; W7 J. Riley,
New York; W. B. Taylor, St. Joseph;
H. W. Dye, Denver; Thomas H. Kel-ley- ,
La Junta.
Claire.
W. D. Winter, Roswell; L. B. Isbell,
New York; Frank Williams, City;
John M. Smith, Moriarty; Charles D.
Boring, Denver; E. J. Winfrey, Monti-cello- ,
Kentucky; Trinidad; F. E. Walling, Denver; A. R. Brasted, Denver;
P. Walsh, Topeka.
Normandie.
Miss M.
Sam Williams, Denver;
Winn, Durango; H. A. Lathrope, Albuquerque; F. W, Daily, Winnlow, AriCleburn,
zona; E. P. Mathewson,
Texas; Charles Grimes, Omaha; John
Calwell, James.
Coronado.
Toribio Enclntas, Levi T. Martinez,
Eloi Martinez, Enoc Martinez, Tierra
Amarrilla; Manuel S, Martinez, Celes-tinFlavio
Martinez, Vallecitos;
Luna, Max Martinez, Alfredo Sanchez,
Tomas Roibal, Taos; Roman Atencio,
Juan E. Arellano, Dixon; J. D. Cal-varOklahoma; A. B. Suazo. Taos;
Sabino Mondragon, Taos; Mrs.
Chavez, Lincoln.

Clipped From the Columns of the
Martian News, Published On the
Planet Mars.

.

Superintendent

ENLARGED HOMESTEAD

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

(Continued

m.

'

N; M.

acid-heate-

CHAS. A. WHEELON,

Raton

o

.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.

Miles From

m

m

10

'oTTirva

Miles Kroni
Des Moines

NO. 1,

DAILY

A.

H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.

M.

April 5, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Celcs-tlnGonzales of Cowles, N. M., who,
on March 11th, 1904, made Homestead
Section
Entry No. 7842, for NW
27, Township 17 N., Range 12 E, N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make final five year
proof to establish claim to the land
above described, before Register and
Keceiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on the
10th day of June, 1909.
Claimant names as wftnpsspsr
Crecencio Roibal, Emillo Gonzales.
Prudencio Gonzales. Trinidad Ann.
daca, all of Cowles, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Every pore and gland of the skin is employed in the necessary work of
preserving its smooth, even texture, softening and cleansing it, and regulating the temperature of our bodies. Thi3 is done by an evaporation through
each tiny outlet, which goes on continually day and night. When the blood
y
becomes infected with humors and acids a certain percentage of these
tiau ai i sv p. m.
impurities also pass off with the natural evaporation, and their sour, fiery
J. A. MASSIE,
nature irritates and inflames the skin, and dries up its natural oils, causing
pimples, boils, pustules or some itching rash, or hard, scaly skin affection.
Worthy Master.
S. S. S. cures skin troubles of every kind by neutralizing the acids and
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
d
circuremoving the humors from the blood, S. S. S. cools the
builds it up to its normal strength and thickness, multiplies its
lation,
No.
Fe
1,
Santa
Chapter
nutritious, red corpuscles, and enriches it in every way. Then the skin,
R. A. M.
Regular con instead of being irritated and diseased by the exuding acrid matter, is
vocation second Monday of nourished, soothed and softened by this cooling, healthy stream of blood.
each month at Masonic S. S. S., the greatest of blood purifiers, expels all foreign matter and surely
cures Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Salt Rheum and all other diseases and
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
affections of the skin. It removes pimples, blackheads, and other unH.
P.
C. J. CRANDALL,
Register.
sightly blemishes from the skin and assists in restoring a good complexion.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
Book on Skin Diseases and any medical advice desired free to all who write.
Notice For Publication.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. OA.
(Homestead Entry No. 7159.)
Santa Fe Commandery No.
Department of the Interior,
conclave
1, K. T. Regular
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
7:30 p:'m.

Comoany.

Railway

Notice for Publication.
(Homestead Entry No. 7842.)
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe. N.

REMOVES
o BLOOD

Montezuma Lodge No,
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg'
communication
u 1 a r
first Monday of each
Masonic
monin
ai

fourth Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall at

I

St. Louis Rocky Mi.

SOCIETIES

MASONIC.

N0.2

Altitude

'.STATIONS

41

p
pm

8

FRATERNAL

FRIDAY, MAY 7, 1909.

M.

Agent,
Santa Fe, N. M.

on
!

SALT LAKE, CITY
TRIP
ROUND
FROM
,

i

Santa Fe,

N. M.

$30.00

Dates of Sale May 29, 30. 31. Return
limit 60 days from date of gale, r

H.

LUTZ,

Agent,
Santa Fe, N. M.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

BABY

WS
10 HIS

The: Loading Lord Poetier

DEATH

Gonzales, of Pecos, N. M., who, on
March 15, 1901. made Homesrtead Entry Xo. 7849 Serial No. 03721 for the
S. E.
of Section 15, Township 14
N., Ranee 12 E.. N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
final proof to establish claim to the
land above described, before the register and receiver at Santa Fe, N. M.,
qn July 7, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Gonzales, Pedro GonzaleH,
Atanaclo Gallegos and Fernando Gonzales, all of Pecos, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Pveglster.

There is not enough of it to

"Leaf is the cream of lards.

of the people."
Here is a frank admission from the leading lard packer that
nine-tentthe only
of the people are using other than leaf-lar- d
lard that is even safe. So you see what a chance you have of
getting purity when you buy lard. You are simply taking
chances oh a hog-fa- t product of disreputable ancestors and doubtful cleanliness.
On the other hand when you buy Cottokne you get a pure
vegetable product It is better and healthier than lard because
its source is clean its process of manufacture is clean, and it is
cans that shut out all odors and con
marketed in clean,
tamination.
supply

Year Old
Boy Strays in

Three

4

one-tent- h

hs

Hills
WILD ANIMALS FOLLOW HIH

Exhausted by Fatigue and
Cold He Laid Down
to Die.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

(Forest Reserve. Not Coal Land.)
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., April 10. 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Luclan-it-

air-tig- ht

The Las Vegas Optic brings the
following pathetic story from Mineral
Hill, San Miguel county:
Andelesio, the little
child of the widow of Benito Cres-pin- e
of Mineral Hill, while with his
brothers herding goats, was last seen
alive about 3 p. m. last Saturday,
May 1st.
three-year-ol-

(Forest Reserve. Not Coal Land.)
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., April 10, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Dolores

Your grocer is hereby an-thorjze(J tQ refuml y0Ur
money in case you are not pleased, after having given Cottolene a fair test.
in pails with an
Cnlrl in Rtllk Cottolene is packed
it clean, fresh and whole.
tJght topt0
some, and prevent it from catching dust and absorbing disagreeable odors,
such as fish, oil, etc.

COTTOLENE

d

Guaranteed

IS

Free

"Nature's Gift from the Sunny South"

store.
FOR SALE Good ranch in Tesuque
valley, Call on Henry Pacheco, 306
I
Palace avenue.
SALE flood second hand
cook stove. Good baker. Inquire 140 Cerrillos street.
FOR

wood

man
or
WANTED Intelligent
woman to take territory and appoint
canvassers to sell our water filters.
Exclusive territory, and nice, profitable work for the right party. Seneca Filter Co., Seneca, Mo.
ONLY REAL TRADE SCHOOL IN

THE WORLD. Enrollment 200. $20
000. Contract work being done in
Plumbing,
Bricklaying,
Electricity.
Advanced students earn wages while
UNION
learning. Free catalogue.

4

4

1-- 4

a 2c stamp to pay postage, we will mail
The children are not quite sure
Cook Ilook
oufnew ..PURE FoOD COOK BOOK"
you
about the exact hour that they last
edited and compiled by Mrs. Mary J. Lincoln, the famous Food Expert, and
at
rate,
any
saw their little brother,
containing nearly 300 valuable recipes.
by the time that they had taken their
it
the
alarm,
goats home and given
"Made only by THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY, Chicago
was impossible to find the little bare- toot tracks, even in the moonlight.
All through the bitter cold night
seven men, warmly clad, shivered
and shook while they searched for
the tiny barefoot tot who had on no
underwear, only a thin cotton shirt
and knee pants.
About 8 a. m. next day R. A. Shear
know that the United States that New England had practically dic- WHEN THE CLOCK
er found his barefoot tracks near the sons to
them
would be controlled
bill. Senators
bank of Canon Hondo creek, prob Senate Issue could be devisedby which tated the pending tariff who are
HANDS TURN BACK
If
and
Hale
pep
Lodge,
any
Aldrlch,
last
ably a mile from where he had
would bring them together.. There are haps, the most powerful trio in the upbeen seen the day before,
t
"carpet baggers" in the per house, come from New England, From Daily New Mexlcon May 7, 1889.
Straight un the canon the little
native sons, which makes a practice of keeping In
fellow went, sometimes near almost Senate, against
in
one
still
vacancy
there
the Senate its representatives in that
Last night Governor L. Bradford
being
dangerously near the water's edge; nols. In the House the tables are re
as
so
their
Prince
wired the following message to
represent
long
body
they
turn
water
that
but it was always the
268 mem- constituents. On the other hand the the
versed
a
majority,
large
by
Secretary of War: "Hon. Bedfleld
His course was ,
ed his path.
. 4V
tinlnir tiativo younger element In the Senate, InProctor,
Secretary of War. "On behalf
as an arrow and,""'
straight-strai- ght
S
cluding Senators Beveridge, Indiana; of the Board of Trade and citizens of
the distance between the tiny tracks SUUS AUU AAA VCWJi. uttftewwan
Those states which boast
Carter and Dixon, Montana; Brown Santa Fe, I cordially invite yourself,
never varied the slightest degree.
representation in both houses and Burkett, Nebraska, both of whom General Schofleld and party to visit
For three whole miles he walked and
are Delaware, Maine, were born in Iowa, and a half dozen Santa Fe during your tour of Inspecit must have been intense agony that of Congress
New
Hampshire South Car-o- f others are "carpet baggers" In the tion in the West."
beat!
Maryland,
marked the automatic, measured
states they now represent Further?nd
The above message was sent In view
those tiny bare feet through thick-- .llna' 7?
cuiumeo.
me
iuuk
more, they all hail from the West. On of the announcement of a
imneen
original
est brush and ledges.' How he ever
states which have no members of Con the Democratic side Senator Culber ed tour of the West
did it will always be a mystery.
by the Secretary
native born are Idaho, Colorado, son, the minority leader, is a native of of War, General Schofleld and a party
gress
To add to the horror, his path had
North and South Dakota, Alabama, while his colleague, Senator of
crossed a place where only a short Montana
army officers to inspect military
and Wyoming., all of the Bailey, Is from Mississippi. Senators
Washington
time before, a lion had killed and
posts.
Far West and all comparatively new Rayner, Daniel, Tillman, Overman,
partly eaten a deer. The men who states,. Of the
Yesterday, Lujs E. Alarid, son of
larger and older states Simmons, Bacon and Clay and other
had come from all directions in inTerritorial auditor and well known
the
"carwhich show a disproportionate
well known leaders are all native born,
creasing numbers, shook their heads
as
a
rustler in the business line, purone
Illinois
is
New
states
after
the Southern
copying
when they saw the padded foot prints pet bag" representation,
chased
a half interest in the William
senaone
It has only
England in conservatism about chang- Barren establishment.
of animals that had followed and of the foremost..
Is
who
SenCullom,
Senator
tor at present,
ing their representatives in the
shadowed the unprotected child.
A Philadelphia glass manufacturer,
and only thir, At the
end of three miles, above a native of Kentucky,in the House, a ate.
r
at the
named
teen
its
of
Murray, a
delegation
Carolina.
North
From
Cannon
v
the Shoo Fly Copper Mining Com
man
born.
an
native
are
Alamo
tongued
and
one,
of
oily
bare
majority
Over on the House side the situation
pany's property, the little tracks California
one native born is somewhat different.
named Webster, who has a mania for
has
only
CanSpeaker
stopped abruptly and about ten feet
houae, Repre- non is a North Carolinian by birth. borrowing small sums of money from
from them were the marks' of either congressman in eitherwho
36
is only
made acquaintances, had a
sentative Knowland,
a lynx or a huge
Representative Payne of New York, newly
that had
the
while
Oklahoma,
street
about borrowed money
racket
of
age,
chairman of the ways and means comconfronted him. It was then that he years
corner last
In Congress, has only one,
Inear
newest
state
the
Exchange
but
is a native of that state,
turned and ran up the side of the
who boasts mittee,of
Webster over
struck
Carter,
Murray
on
Representative
colleagues
his
Republican
canon and crawled between two logs
eight
a
Chickasaw blood in
and the latter
cane
with
and
the
both
head
Cherokee
that committee are "carpet baggers."
that lay under a tangled mass of dead
down the street
his
,
veins.
his
freight
pulled
number
a
Twenty-thresignificant
underbrush.
walkHow the States Compare.
of the recent Insurgents In the House, yelling "murder." Murray then
Jesus Trujillo was the first to find
relieved.
ed
birth
are
the
are
looking
which
away
states
both Democratic and Republican,
the body of the child where he had Those
'
Mrs. N. M. Norfleet Is up from Walcrawled to hide from the gloating place of an extraordinary number of "carpet baggers."
who
,
lace
on a visit.
in
the
Clark
Leader
eyes until death from fatigue and ex-- Senators and Representatives
Champ
Minority
Ashton B. Wadleigh of Pecos, P.
House is a native of Missouri, but his
posure came to relieve him; and come 10 uongress iron oua
men able lieutenant from that state, De Morthouse of San Pedro, and B. Sugar
strange a8 it is, although animals together with the names of these
in Santa Fe.
are
as
umuwo;
had clrc ed all nrnnnd. not atia ho
Armond, as pointed out in a native of of Cerrillos, are visitors
Don Jose Segura returned from Las
molested him. '
Ohio Senators Beveridge, Indiana; Pennsylvania, while Oscar Underwood,
Carter, Montana; Elkins and Scott, perhaps his first lieutenant, who rep- Vegas this morning and he describes
West Virginia; Representatives Mar- resents the Birmingham (Ala.) dis- yesterday's wind and dust storm there
CARPET BAGGERS
tin, Colorado; Cline, Indiana; Hull, trict, was born In Kentucky. It is oU as something fearful.
NOT UNCOMMON Iowa; Caldenhead, Kansas; Gardiner- able in this connection that Dalzell Trainmen of the Santa Fe Southern
and Loud, Michigan; Alexander, Mis- and Underwood, both of whom are high bring in the news that a daughter has
A Long List of Them Adorns the 'souri; Latta and Norris, f Nebraska; In rank and close to the leaders on been born to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bond
Records of Congress.
Creager, Oklahoma, and.Sturgis, wesi each side, are both steel experts and of Espanola.
On Saturday night a daughter was
H
,. uu
both represent steel and iron constit
Virginia.
When the general public hears of : Pennsylvania
Senators Guggen- uencies and both are "carpet baggers." born to Mr. and Mrs. Canuto Alarid.
Representative D. A. DeArmond of helm, Colorado; Heyburn; Idaho;
or of Representative James mins, Iowa, and Burrows, Michigan;
A, Tawney of Minnesota, or Represen-- ! Representatives Miller and Reeder,
s
tatlve Samuel McCall of MassaChu-- Kansas; McCall, Massuchusetts;
the Impression conveyed to the ney, Minnesota; DeArmond, Missouri;
average mind is that these men, who Wood, New Jersey; Conry and Gould-av- e
become famous in the halls of en, New York, and Hanna, North Caro- Congress as representatives from the Una.
;
states so intimately attached to their
Illinois Senators Borah, Idaho; Mc
names, are native-sorepresentatives
North Dakota, and - Jones,
from those states. For yearB every- Camber,
Washington; Representatives Taylor,
Don't add the heat of a kitchen
thing.5 Democratic, everything South- Colorado; Madison, Kansas; Greene,
fire
to the sufficient discomfort
rn, everything indicative of the "show
Michl
Mr.TjuirtHn.
hot weather.
me" state of Missouri has been indel- gan. Davls Minnesota; Magulre, N
Use a New Perfection Wick Bl
ibly linked with the name of DeAr- - braska. F6wler, New Jersey, 'and Mc- and cook
Oil
Flame
naure
..w uu,
ui oamuw Q ,fe Oklahoma.
;
McCall of, Massachusetts has grown
comfort.
Texto be synonym for things "New Eng- - Mississippi Senators Bailey, Ar- With a "New Perfection"
,7.v
las: Newlands. Nevada: Clark.
Oil Stove 'the preparation of
11
and breezy Westerner is suggested thr,
daily meals, or the big weekly
n; Texa8'
wmeM Tawney of Minnesota is one'berlfnd'
baking," is done without raisof the first to come to mind. All of ,lesPe
the temperature perceptibly
ing
Gamble, South
New
these men were bora in the state of
above
that ,)f any, other room
ReprePennsvivanift anA ihat isw. tliiidiriLtMi Dakota; and Clark, Wyoming;
.
house.
Another great ad vantage jpf the . $
the
in
Mia nnnmnnniitan
.hunov nt vwi. sentatlves Dodds and Young, Michl.s
gress to a nicety,
. , gan; Boohr and Morgan, Missouri;
The influence of the "carpet bagger" Pray, Montana; Sherwood, Ohio; Barupon national legislation, as measured clay, Wheeler and Dalzell, PennsylvaDavidand
by the legislative careers of men who .'nia; Burke, South Dakota;
now sit In the House and Senate, is son, Wisconsin,
Cook-Stov- e
tupendous. It is an interesting study j Kentucky Senators Cullom,
d
take up the congressional dlrecttfrinois; Br Istow, Kansas; Stone,
is its handsome CABINET TOP, which gives it every
to find revealed there little blts"of sourl, and Piles, Washngton;
convenience of the modern steel range. Has an ample
Underwood,
Alabama;
interest, touches in the biogra- sentatlves
top shelf for warming plates and keeping cooked food hot,
phles of the members r of Congress Rucker, Colorado; Wickllffe, Louisi- drop shelves for holding small cooking utensils, and is
which, if applied to legislative history, ana, and Slayden, Texas.
- even fitted with racks for towels. Made in three sizes,
CalMassachusetts
influences
Senators
Flint,
explain in part mysterious
and can be had with or without Cabinet Top. If not
which have "reached? men in Con- ifornia; Bourne, Oregon, and Warren,
at your dealer's address our nearest agency.
gress on this or that Issue.
Wyoming; Representatives
It is somewhat astonishing to learn
California; Henry, Connectithat six senators and slxteea repre- cut; Boutell, Illinois; Hammond and
sentatives were born in
Stevens, - Minnesota; Draper, - New
whether high
;
thereby Indicating to what ex- York, and Capron, Rhode Island.
odo ftnd canfrom
therefore
is
fre
low
disagreeable
or
But Native Sons Rule Senate.
tent political opportunity is afforded
ideal light
smoke. Safe, convenient, ornamental-thnot
In these United States to the Immi-graIn the Senate the dominating inIf not at youridemltt's address out nearest agency. .
who demonstates his worth.
fluence is still put forth by the native
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
Senate "Carpet, Baggers" Number 48, sons, This may oe explained in part
Incorporated)
Reverting once more to the "carpet by the recent protest of Senator Elk-

FOR SALE Good
upright piano,
nqulre at Wagner Furniture company

a

4

kp

rent

RIbera, of Pecos, N. M., who on
March 11, 1904, made Homestead Enof S. W.
try No. 7843 for the S.
of N. E.
of Section 27, S. E.
and N E.
of S. E. 4 of Section
28, Township 17 N., Range 12 E.,
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
r
intention to make final
proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before the register and receiver of the U. S. Land Office at
Santa Fe, N. M., on June 7, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses: Cres-tin- o
Ribera, Pablo Gonzales, Toribio
Gonzales and Enriques Ribera, all of
Pecos, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
1-- 2

air-Hev- er

A few furnished rooms for
114 Cerrillos street.

1--

TRADE SCHOOL AND
CO., 120

CONTRACT-IN- G

East Ninth, Los Angeles.

five-yea-

Bad Attack of Dysentery Cured.
"An honored citizen of this town
was suffering from a severe attack of
dysentery. He told a frivnd If he
could obtain a bottle of Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy,
he felt confident of being cured, he
having used this remedy in the West.
He was told that I kept It In stock and
no time in obtaining it, and was
lost
Register.
promptly cured," says M. J. Leach,
It Is an admitted feet that real es- druggist, of Wolcott, VL For sale by
tate, financial men and merchants all all druggists.
say that quickest and best results are
obtained by advertising in the New
If you want anything oa earth try
Mexican.
a New Mexican want

"a"

forty-eigh-

forty-thre- e

j

1111-- 1

-

,

all-n- a

tive-so- n

11

1

ROSWELL-TORRANC-

AUTOMOBILE

E

U. 8. MAIL AND PA
Service Established Jan. 10, 1906.
Agents for the Bulck, Pope Toledo,
and Kissel Automobiles.
Shortest route between Roswelland
the Pecos Valley to El Paso and
Santa Fe and all points in the
Valley and western New Mexico.
Automobiles leave Roswell dally at
1:00 p. m. connecting with trains for
El Paso and all points on Rock Island
Railway.
Leave Torrance at 6:00 a. m. arriv-Es-tanc-

S8ENGER ROUTE,
ing at Roswell at 11:0 a. m. Saving
Passengers over 30 house between
these points over any other route.
Full equipment of modern Cars in
service securing comfort to passenand expert Chauf
gers. Courteous
feurs in charge of every car. Seats
reserver on Auto by applying to
Agent of El Paso & Southwestern
Railway, or to Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, New Mexico.
60 lbs. Any
Baggage allowance
amount of baggage can be carried
by notifying Company at Roswell.

J. W. STOCKARD, manager

health-seeke-

bob-ca- t,

even-iln-

,
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Call up 132 Black for Carrgales.
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:
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WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE 8AME THINQ
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINES8, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL 8AVE YOU A GREAT
DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS
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Inchee ona
Stamp, not over 2
Each additional Hne on same stamp, 10c.
e
Inches long
and not over 3
20a,
8tamp, over 2
Each additional lint on stamp, 15a,
e
and not ov er 8 Inches lon
25s.
Stamp, over 3
Each additional line on tame stamp, 20
e
SSs.
Inch
Stamp, over 6 Inches long,
Each additional fine, sams price.
(Curved lines on 8tamp count as two linos.)
t
Borders of all shapes, under 8 Inches long way, 25o extra.
Larger slzss at proportionate prices.
Inch Inch In slz, wo ehargs for ens
Where typo used Is ovsr
Inch or fraction.
line for each
DATE8, ETC
Ms
Local Datar any town ami date for
In
.60
and
Datar
month,
year
day
Lsdgsr
.85
lino
Dater
Regular
One-Un- a

2

One-lin-

2

One-lin-

2

2

ft

One-lin-

one-ha- lf

one-ha- lf

.........
...............

T. 86
Definanes Model Band tsss,T
1.50
Cut
Wood
and
Signature, Rubber Stamp
1.50,
Pearl Check Protector
SELF-INKINSTAMP PADS,
28 oents;
84x4 4,
10 cents; 2x3 U, it oonts; 2
t
78 esiito. '
SO esnts; 4
15 osnts; 8
ADDKES8 '
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If the other

Still holds good for this week.
fellow says meats have gone up.

I

HAYWARD'S MARKET
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NO. 92.
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Grocery
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Bakery
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TRY
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May Is observed the world over
as "Labor Sunday.
New Roof on Stable Mrs. B. M
Thomas Is having a new roof put on
avenue
her stable on Washington
The roof is of corrugated iron.
Train Delayed Santa Fe Train No.
10, from the south, was an hour lata
yesterday, owing to a broken valve of
the engine. The accident occurred
one-hal- f
mile from Las Cruces.
Given a Scholarship Councilman
James Upton has appointed Miss Jus- tine Faust of Deining to a four year
Territorial scholarship at the New
Mexico Normal School at Silver City,
to the Bar John M
Admitted
White, a practicing attorney in Penn
sylvania, was granted a temporary It
cense yesterday at Albuquerque by
Judge Ira A. Abbott to practice in the
New Mexico courts.
Change In Management First class
picture show at Bijou in the Catron
There has been a change in
block.
management and only the best films
will be shown. Prices 10 and 15 cents.
Do not miss it.
New Hospital for Deming A $10,- 000 hospital is to be built at Deming
which is to absorb the Ladies' Hospital which receives aid from the
Territory and which has accumulated
a building fund of $4,000.
Hurt William
William Birchfield
Birchfield, one of the
Btockmen in the Southwt, was
thrown out of a wagon at Js ranch
near Deming and sustained a broken
collar bone and two broken ribs.
Lawn Mowers at Work All about
town today can be heard the busy
whirl of the lawn mower. This is
the result of the pleasant spring
weather which has coaxed the grass
to grow higher than good appearance

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR
VEGETABLES AND POULTRY

NO. 92.

May

In

CALL US l)P
WE WILL TREAT YOU KIG tIT
DONT FORGET
PHONE

Colo.,

forecast for New
Mexico: Tonight partly cloudy
with local showers. Saturday
generally fair.

Try our ground alfalfa meal. Best
chicken feed or earth. Leo Hersch,
San Francisco Street.
Train Report All trains reported
on time today.
Labor Sunday The second Sunday

Has Been so good this week that we havent' time
to write out our regular add, but last weeks

PRICES

Denver,

Weather

System

townsite in the Chlricuhua Mountains, aTOPPED WORK AT
not iar from the New Mexico bound
ELEPHANT BUTTES
ary. During a recent gold excitement,
into
came
name
a town of the same
life in Sierra county, but since passed One Hundred and Fifty Men Laid Off
at Great Irrigation Works
into oblivion.
Near Engle.
$9,000
Joseph
Gets Judgment for
The following letter has been sent
and
Paso
El
the
who
sued
Welker,
out by James A. French, engineer in
Southwestern Railway at El Paso;
of the construction work at
charge
his
for
for
$30,000 damages,
Texas,
Buttes Reclamation prothe
Elephant
acciright arm, which he lost in an
of the government: '
ject
awardwas
dent while switching cars,
"Under instructions from my sued $9,000 damages by the jury, which
officers I am instructed to disperior
is $1,000 more than he received on the
continue work here at the dam site,
months
three
first trial
ago.
other than to continue our prelimiNoon Arrivals at the Hotels.
nary work in the examinations at
Palace.
dam and reservoir with view to
the
John O. Slemmons, New York.
immediate
purchase of the remainder
Claire.
means
of the reservoir site. This
B. F. Panky, daughter and niece,
I shall or rather have already
that
Omaha;
Lamy; Herman Abraham,
taken steps to lay off ISO men emMisg M. Anderson, E. J. Huston, A.
a suffiG.
D.
Martin,
Griffes, Kansas City; ployed here, retaining only
to continue our investigaMr. and Mrs. George Shumway, Jesse cient force
tions. I don't believe
there shall
George Shumway, Galesburg, 111.
be any delay from this, other than
Commissioner
May
Resign
County
WoiU comes from Clayton, Union the loss of a month or two. The reason of this is that there Is a delay
county, that Christian Otto, may re
In the acquiring of the necessary
sign as a member of the board of
of way for the construction of
right
commissioners.
county
the railroad to Engle, and it was not
Loses
Railroad
Man
Father
with planned as you know to go ahead
Michael Stanton, connected
the Auditing department of the New with a large force until this railroad
Mexico Central Railroad in the Laugh' was completed.
"I am writing you this for the benlin block, yesterday received a tele
efit
of the people in the upper and
gram from his home at Portsmouth,
lower
valleys, that they may be adM.
Ohio, to the effect that his father
vised
correctly as to what has taken
A. Stanton had died yesterday even
and to avoid any unmerited
place,
ing at 7:30 o'clock from a stroke of
howl against the reclamation service
took
The
funeral
paralysis.
place
as it is possible that some wrong
this morning at 9 o'clock.
statements might get abroad in the
Deming Elects Teachers The board
of education of Deming has elected newspapers."
the following teachers: J. F. Doder-er- ,
city superintendent; Miss Myrtle
Decker, high school principal; Miss
assistant principal;
Nancy Bergin,
t
Miss Julia Iverson, Ella Rogers,
HOW THEY STAND.
Ede, Pauline Shelly and Mary
National League.
Waddlck, grade teachers; Mrs. Alice
Won. Lost. P. C.
6
.067
Smith, Mrs. Allie Stecker and' Miss Pittsburg
....12
Violet Bonham, primary teachers.
6
8
.571
Philadelphia

BASEBALL.

Mar-tha-

WEATHER REPORT.
Santa Fe, N. M., May 6, 1909.
Maximum temperature 70 degrees
and see how much less you spend and how
at 3 p. m. Minimum temperature 37
much more you get for what you do spend
degrees at 5:30 a. m. Mean tempera
ture 54 degrees. Departure from
$!-0- O
normal plus 1 degree. Relative humidity at 6 a. m. 27 per cent. Relative
Belle Spring Creamery Butter 2 lbs for
humidity at 6 p. m. 16 per cent. Relative
humidity, average for the day,
New Texas Cabbage per lb
22 per cent. Highest velocity of wind
28 miles per hour from the west at
permits.
Fresh Florida Tomatoes 2 lbs for
Record Makers Arrive The Path- 4:20 p. m. Lowest temperature durfinder automobile party, making a run ing last night 49 degrees. TemperaBananas per doz
from Denver, Colorado, to the City of ture at 6 a. ni. today, 50 degrees,
3 cans standard corn
Mexico, arrived in Santa Fo this afternoon at three o'clock and took quart- PROSPERITY REIGNS
ers at the Palace hotel.
3 bars sapolio
IN MORA VALLEY
New Pictures Change of program
deThe
house.
at
the
2 lbs Barrington hall coffee
opera
tonight
layed package of films having arrived Favorable Spring Augurs Well for
Stockmen and Farmers in That
this morning. Don't forget the matiOranges per doz 20 cts to
Part of New Mexico.
nee Saturday at 3:30. Only one show
TIia nnlv pnmnlflt.fi line of (
Saturday, night on account of ball of
Sheriff Andres Gandert and his
GROCERIES VEGETABLES and BAKERY
the" city band.
Fish every Friday
Thrown From His Wagon Antonio deputy, E. H. Biernbaum, who is also
Products in the City
AND DONT FORGET - thet' we handle all
Potrillo, while driving a skittish horse a prosperous business man of Mora,
'
near Las Cruces, was thrown from his last evening brought three prisoners
feed
and
kinds of bay, gram
buggy and had his right leg broken t the penitentiary, who had been
j so that both bones
protruded through sentenced by Chief Justice William J.
the skin. He was taken to an El Mills, at the recent terra of court at
Mora. The prisoners were Andres
Paso hospital.
Complaint About Water Complaint Leal and Francisco Antonio Martinez
of
cat
of
larceny
is made on both sides of the river convicted
and
one
to
sentenced
that green algae are found floating tle
'
and
sent
Albert
year;
King,
in the drinking water and while the
AND
algae are harmless they do not make enced to two and half years for dis
the water especially appetizing and charging a gun at a train, which
near to being classed as a
might be avoided by cleaning the res- comes hold-uWHOLESALE AND RETAIL
train
for which New Mexico
ervoirs or flushing the pipes.
death
the
sentence.
imposes
Be
Clear Officials of
Water Will
$4.50 per ton
Screened Raton Lump
Mr.
Biernbaum
that the Mora
Fe
Santa
the
Water
says
info,rm
Company
5.25
JVlonero "
k'
the New Mexican that the water will valley is experiencing an exceptional
be clear of algae from today on. It ly favorable spring. There is plenty
6.00
Cerrillos "
seems that some of this matter was of water and more land than ever be
washed
down from the mountain sides fore is being put under cultivation.
Wood
and
siz.es
Sawed
Kindling
Anthracite Coal all
Fruit trees being not yet in blossom,
and found its way into the reservoir.
All Kinds of Steam Coal.
no harm was done by the late frost.
Smithing Coal
Stenographer is Married E. F.
stenographer for the Willard The sheepmen will have a heavy lamb
Mercantile Company at Wllliard, Tor- crop. Mr. Biernbaum is certain that
rance county, was married at Albu- before long the locomotive whistle
Phone No. 86, Office Garfield Avanma,
Nar A. T 4 ft F. Depot
querque to Miss Bertie G. Frazier, who will be heard at Mora and that in its
Behad just arrived from Warsaw, Illi- wake will follow great growth.
tween
and
on
east
the
the
Fe
Santa
nois. They will reside at Willard.
Telepone Connection the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad on
The telephone line established last the west, 20,000 prosperous ; people
fall between Santa Fe and Pines, and make their home' in Mora and Taos
which was put out of commission counties and the agricultural, stock,
during the winter by heavy timber timber and mining interests of that
falling upon the wires, was today section would furnish enough tonnage
placed in order and communication to the railroad to make it
AND
from the day of its opening. It is
Lake Valley Man Wedded at El not like developing a new country
Paso R. J. Bronson of Lake Valley, but would be entering a section al
Sierra county, was married to Miss ready developed.
Annie Ahreng at El Paso on Tuesday
evening, Rev. C. S. Wright of Trinity LAKE ERIE
Methodist Episcopal church officiatIS ACTING QUEER
ing. The couple, after a honeymoon
will
to
at
Lake
reside
FRAMING
trip
Chicago,
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE
Water Rises From Four to Five Feet
Valley.
1M
142.
Houm
Nlfht
Telephon
108 Palaca Aveiua. Elks' Hall.
and Then Recedes With a
R.
N.
Nimrods
Sims
and
Mighty
Rush.
Herbert Sims of Las Cruces, formerly
X
X
X
y of the Valley Ranch and well known
Buffalo, N. Y., May 7. Lake Erie
here, have returned home from a three has been exhibiting a weird behavior
-days' hunt to Lakes Las Palomas, just since midnight, and has risen and
AND
across the Mexican line from Colum- fallen several times in a manner that
bus, Luna county. They brought home old mariners along the front say has
as trophies sixty ducks and three wild never been known before.
geese.
Between 2 and 4:30 o'clock this
BLANKETS
- Fell From Wind Mill Guy Bishop, morning the water rose from four to
a young man, residing with Ms par- five feet. Then the water began go
ents,, Mr. and Mrs. John Bishop, two ing out of the harbor with a rusht,It
miles south of Honsdale, Luna coun- went down bo rapidly that the boats
'A
ty, fell from a windmill tower thirty In the Blackwell canal and along the
feet hmigh. One of his arms was river were banged hard against the
v
'
broken in two places and dislocated docks.
SOUVENIER POSTAL CARDS
at the elbow and he was otherwise
ARIZONA BANKERS
bruised.
w
INDICTED AT TOMBSTONE.
Collecting Poll Tax Seferino Baca
.
Ariz., May 7. W. J.
to
been
collect
Tombstone,
who has
appointed
All Ladies who visit the store will receive a free souvenir , the annual poll tax for school purpresident, and J. H. Noland,
We will shortly have in a full line of
poses started out Wednesday afternoon former cashier of the First National
his collections. Every man in Bank of Blsbee, which failed, will eneach
50cts.
at
Hats
Mexican Stiaw
,
$ to make
town must pay the tax which is one. ter pleas in the morning to the indictW
dollar. Collector Baca asks that ev- ments returned against them by the
ery one have the money in readiness United States grand Jury.
O
One- Indictment charges them with
when he calls.
Proprietor.
The di- falsifying the books ofthe bank, and
New Town of Shamrock
n with apprq,
901-30- 3
San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N,A.
rectors of the Bisbee-Sonor- a
Develop another charges Eddlertj.
ment Company, have laid out a new pilatlng $5,000 to his own use.
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CANDELARIO

Denver, Colo., May 7. The Union
Pacific' is seriously contemplating a
line to connect its Kansas Pacific division at a point near Limon, Colorado, with the Southern Pacific at El
Paso or Deming, via Pueblo and the
Durango coal fields.
The latest interpretation by the supreme court of the Hepburn bill permits railroads to own coal mines by
the formation of subsidiary companies.
It is said that the decision is all the
Union Pacific has been waiting for,
and that It will go ahead, possibly this
summer, on the work of polishing up
old surveys and arranging for the construction of a line of road built up to
the well established Harriman standard of efficiency.
"The Union Pacific needs the coal,
and needs it badly," said a prominent
official of the company yesterday. "At
present coal for the Kansas line has
to be hauled from Wyoming across
Northern Colorado, and a line from
Durango to Pueblo and some point In
Eastern Colorado along the Kansas
line would solve the difficulty nicely.
Also the Southern Pacific needs the
coal badly, for there is no adequate
coal supply between El Paso and the
point where the oil burners from
Southern California cease to be effective. You'll not be much older than
you are when the line Is built"
In the old days of the Union Pacific
a road was surveyed, grade built and
some track laid in the direction of
Pueblo from near Limon. This grade
will be followed as far west as Pueblo
and Durango people have been rejoicing for weeks over the fact that parties of Union Pacific engineers were
working in the neighborhood of their
city. No provision has yet been announced for connecting Denver with
line ofthe Union
the Durango-PueblPacific, but it is not without the range
of probabilities that an entrlely new
line paralleling the Rio Grande and
Santa Fe will be built between this
city and Pueblo by the Union Pacific.
o

leave

1

7

Anxious to Reach La Plata Coal Fields
From Limon, Colorado, via
Durango.

at

9
12

Won. Lost. P.C.

.

UNION PACIFIC TO
ENTER NEW MEXICO

OFFICIAL MATTERS

Western League.
Wichita

.875

6
2
.750
Denver .
Pueblo
.... 5 3 .625
3
4
.571
Topeka .
3
5
.375
Des Moines
5
3
.375
Omaha .
2
Sioux ity .'
6
.250
1
Lincoln .
6
.143
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
National League.
Cincinnati at Chicago.
Philadelphia at Brooklyn.
New York at Boston.
St. Louig at Pittsburg.
American League.

.....

Washington at Philadelphia.
Boston at New York.
Western League.
Omaha at Wichita.

Cuchillo

daily except Sunday
and arrive at Chloride by
6:45 p. m.; leave Chloride daily except Sunday at 6:20 p. m. and arrive

at

1 p. m.

at Cuchillo by 12:05 p. m.; leave Cuchillo daily except iSunday at 1 p. m.
and arrive at Engle by 6:05 p. m.

.........

MARKET REPORT
CLOSING MARKET REPORT.
New York, May 7. Amalgamated
84
Atchison 1081-2- ;
pfd. 1041-2- ;
N. Y. Cent. 1321-2- ;
So. Pac. 1221-2- ;
U. P. 189
Steel 57
pfd. ex div
1--

1--

120

;r

1-,

.

MONEY AND METALS.
New York, May 7. Prime paper
31-2Call
Mexican dollars 44;
"
money 2l-2- .
New York, May 7. Lead, flrnv.
copper, firm, 13
$4.254.27
silver, 53
St. Louis, Mo., May t. Lead, $4.17

,

Des Mones at Topeka.
Sioux City at Denver.
Lincoln at Pueblo.
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
American League.
Philadelphia 2; Washington 1.
St. Louis 3; Detroit 7.
Cleveland 2; Chicago 1.
New York 3; Boston 4.
National League.
Boston 1; Nejw York 2.
Pittsburg 6; St. Louis 5.
'
Brooklyn 7; Philadelphia 1.
Chicago 4; Cincinnati 2.
Boston 0; New York 1.
Western League.
Denver 14; Sioux City 5.

Pueblo 5; Lincoln 1.
Wichita 4; Omaha 2.
Topeka 7; Des MoineB

1909.

.737
.628
.563
.500
.438
Star Service Schedules.
.429
Leaves Engle
Engle to Chloride.
.357 daily except Sunday
7 a. m., and
.294 arrive at Cuchillo at 12:05 p. m.;.

9
8

1--

1--

1--

spelter,

$4.90.

LARD, PORK AND RIBS.
Chicago, 111., May 7. Wheat May,
$1.29; July, $1.17
Corn May, 72
July, 69
Oots May, 58
July ri
Pork May, $17.95; July $18.10
GRAIN,

1--

3--

1--

12

':;,

1--

Lard
Ribs

May, $10.40; July $10.50.
May, $9.909.92
July
1--

.,'

$9.95.

'':;

WOOL MARKET,
iSt. Louis, Mo., May 7. Wool, firm;
Territory Western mediums, 2026;
fine medium, 1922
fine, 1318.
LIVE STOCK.
Kansas City, Mo., May 7. Cattle-Rece- ipts,
1,000, Including 200 Southmarket
erns;
steady. Native steers,

4.

American Association.
Milwaukee 5; Indianapolis 1.
Kansas City 1; Louisville 3.
St. Paul 0; Columbus 2.
Minneapolis 9; Toledo 5.
.' Coast League.
Vernon 2; Oakland 0.
Los Angeles 7; Sacramento 0.,
Portland 6; San Francisco 5.

$5.256.80; Southern steers, $5.00
6.50; Southern' cows, $3.255.25; native cows and heifers, $3.006.25;
stockers and feeders,
$3.755.8B;
.,

bulls, $3.75

JUBILEE CELEBRATION BY CATHOLICS.
-

5.2 5;

calves.

$3. 50

7.00;

Western steers, $5.256.60; Western
cows, $3.755.50.
Hogs
Receipts, 7,000; market
steady to 5 cents lower. Bulk of sales,
$6.757.20; "heavy, $7.107.25; packers and butchers, $6.857.20; light,
$6.60g7.00; pigs, $5.25$.60.
Sheep
Receipts, 2,000; market
steady. Muttons, $5.256.75; lambs,
$7.008.90; wethers and yearlings, $7 '
7.75; ewes, $3.506.25.
-

(Continued

From First Page.)

procession, the latter to be participated in by Governor George Curry,
Mayor Lester and the city aldermen,
the various societies, the pupils of the
Catholic schools, bands and the pupils
of the United States Indian school.

J

Curios of Every Description
Possible at Reasonable Prices

.533
.526
.473
.467
.429
.350

7

8
.

7,

FOR
Red 91.

SALE

Typewriter,

Chicago, 111., May 7. Cattle RePhone ceipts, 15,000; market weak. Beeves,

Texas steers, $4.605.80;
Western steers, $4.70 5.75; stockers
FOR SALE One tent and one Mar-li- and feeders, $3.605.60;
cows and
pump .shot gun, almost new, half heifers, $2.406.25;
calves, $5.00
$5.00X7.25;

n

price.

Address Box 315 City.

.

-

7.00.

SOFT DRINKS

The, following are suggested to

as something oool and Inviting
WILD CHERRY
VANILLA
KLONDIKE FIZZ
STRAWBERRY
8ARSA PARRILLA
IRON BREW
ORANGE
OOOA
.
00 LA
OTaAmxa
Also TaTsl
All drinks are made
Telephone No. 38 and have
from filtered Water
your orderes delivered

GTNGKKALE,.
TiKMON SODA
ROOT BEER

thejthlrsty

. Santa Fa Bottling Werka
HENRY KRICK,
Fe. New Mextco

'nfa

